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Abstract
Temporal dynamics and how they impact upon various components of
information retrieval (IR) systems have received a large share of attention in the last decade. In particular, the study of relevance in information retrieval can now be framed within the so-called temporal IR
approaches, which explain how user behavior, document content and
scale vary with time, and how we can use them in our favor in order to
improve retrieval effectiveness. This survey provides a comprehensive
overview of temporal IR approaches, centered on the following questions: what are temporal dynamics, why do they occur, and when and
how to leverage temporal information throughout the search cycle and
architecture. We first explain the general and wide aspects associated
to temporal dynamics by focusing on the web domain, from content and
structural changes to variations of user behavior and interactions. Next,
we pinpoint several research issues and the impact of such temporal
characteristics on search, essentially regarding processing dynamic content, temporal query analysis and time-aware ranking. We also address
particular aspects of temporal information extraction (for instance, how
to timestamp documents and generate temporal profiles of text). To this
end, we present existing temporal search engines and applications in related research areas, e.g., exploration, summarization, and clustering of
search results, as well as future event retrieval and prediction, where
the time dimension also plays an important role.
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1
Introduction

During the last decade, information retrieval has been successful in providing everybody with easy access to the vast amount of information
available on the Web. As illustrated in Figure 1.1, creating, handling,
and sharing information on the Web has seen the unprecedented growth
and change in recent years. Cornerstones for such development are new
technical devices and corresponding changes in our everyday behaviors. Digital photos and videos create large data volumes and numerous
artifacts. Participative content generation and sharing in Web 2.0 solutions and social interaction via networks and platforms have gained
wide acceptance, ranging from media-specific sharing (e.g., Flickr) over
text and video distribution channels (e.g., Twitter and Youtube) up to
web-based documentation and sharing of nearly complete life histories
as encouraged by Facebook.
While the current way of accessing the Web comprise a good baseline, an optimal access to the evolving Web requires new models and
algorithms for retrieval, exploration, and analytics which go far beyond
what is needed to access the current state of the Web. This includes taking into account the time dimension, structured semantic information
available on the Web, as well as social media and network information.
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Figure 1.1: Internet Growth/Usage Phases/Tech Events (created by Mark Schueler,
used with permission).

1.1

Temporal Dynamics

It is noteworthy that the time dimension has strong influence in many
domains, e.g., Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) (Allan et al., 1998;
He et al., 2007), and Emerging Trend Detection (ETD) (Berry, 2003).
However, in this context, we focus on the impact of time on the Web
and we explain the evolution of the Web and its impact on web search
and data mining before going into the details of temporal information
retrieval. We will then discuss the scope and aim of this survey, and
present the organization of the rest of the survey.
The Web has evolved in many aspects including its size, content,
structure, and how it is accessed by people through web search engines.
Such evolution has been previously discussed in (Ke et al., 2006; Risvik
and Michelsen, 2002).
In this work, we aim at providing a comprehensive survey and answers to the following questions: what are temporal web dynamics, why
do they occur, when and how to leverage the time dimension through-
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Figure 1.2: Categorization of documents by the degrees of content change, i.e.,
static or dynamic.

out the search cycle and architecture. For this purpose, we begin by
explaining the general and wide aspects associated to temporal web dynamics, namely, the evolution of the Web categorized by its changes of
1) content and structure, and 2) user querying behavior.
1.1.1

Content and Structure Changes

The content of the Web, changes constantly over time, e.g., web documents are added, modified or deleted continuously. National and international initiatives have recognized this need and started to collect
and preserve parts of the Web (Gomes et al., 2011; Costa et al., 2013).
The most prominent one is the Internet Archive, which has collected
more than 456 billion web pages (as of April 15, 2015) since 1996. Two
important European initiatives include 1) the Internet Memory Foundation providing a set of smaller crawls for specific topics, domains and
projects and 2) the British Library that aims at preserving national web
content.
As illustrated in Figure 1.2, we categorize document collections,
such as, personal homepages, corporate websites, Wikipedia articles and
blogs, with respect to the various degrees of change, and whether the
document creators or web sites keep different versions of each hosted
document, i.e., versioning vs. non-versioning. On one hand, web archives
are created by periodically visiting and crawling publicly available web
pages. A web archive contains documents with multiple versions since
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the new version of a document will be added into the archive repository
when re-crawling. On the other hand, a web archive can have just one
or the latest version for each document due to non-versioning policies,
e.g., news archives, or real-time web data, such as, Twitter messages.
In parallel to content changing, the link structure of the Web also
evolves (Dai and Davison, 2010a). The changes of content and structure
affect basic processes like crawling and indexing, but also the computation of graph-based authority measures used for document ranking or
spam detection.
1.1.2

Changes in User Behavior

Temporal web dynamics are related to user querying behavior in at
least two ways. First, search traffic for particular queries varies over
time and might present certain temporal patterns, such as, spikes, periodicity (e.g., weekly or monthly), seasonality and trends. Examples
of sporadic or spiky queries are breaking news (e.g., iran, japan, earthquake), celebrities (e.g., beyonce, lady gaga), and short-span events (e.g.,
marathon, lollapalooza). Periodic or seasonal queries are, for instance,
annual events (e.g., earth day, march madness, april fools’ day, pgatour)
and television series (e.g., american idol, crystal bowersox, dancing with
the stars). Queries representing trends consist of anticipated events (e.g.,
iphone 7, mlb, miss usa), past recent events (e.g., easter ideas, final four),
and current events (e.g., tax extension, presidential candidates).
Second, many queries are time-sensitive queries, which contain underlying temporal information needs that do not exhibit a temporal
pattern in search streams. In other words, a time-sensitive query can be
inferred to a particular time period, for example, an initial query Brazil
FIFA World Cup might be later reformulated as 2014 FIFA World Cup. We
categorize such queries with underlying temporal information needs into
two types: 1) an explicit temporal query having temporal criteria explicitly provided by users (Berberich et al., 2007; Nørvåg, 2004), and 2) an
implicit temporal query with no temporal criteria provided (Campos
et al., 2012a; Kanhabua and Nørvåg, 2010a). An example of explicit
temporal query is U.S. Presidential election 2016, whereas an implicit
temporal query, e.g., Brazil FIFA World Cup, is likely to refer to the
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most recent World Cup event in 2014 or the historical event in 1950.
Note that, the temporal intent of the latter type can be determined
using temporal information extraction techniques. Several studies of
real-world user query logs have shown that temporal queries comprises
a significant fraction of web search queries. For example, Zhang et al.
(2010) showed that 13.8% of queries contain explicit time (Nunes et al.
(2008) reported 1.5%) and 17.1% of queries have a temporal intent implicitly provided (7% reported by Metzler et al. (2009)).
Understanding temporal search intent is a challenging task that is
the first step for applying an appropriate time-aware ranking method.
In addition to the change in information needs, user interactions in the
social Web are highly dynamic over time, e.g., comments, likes, interests
as well as users’ profiles. This affects how user interests/profiles should
be modeled by taking into account such dynamics.

1.2

Scope and Aim of this Survey

This survey gives a comprehensive overview of the most important aspects of temporal information retrieval. It describes techniques involved
in the complete pipeline of processing, from obtaining web documents,
document processing and indexing, information extraction, and querying. It also gives an overview of application areas showing that its use
extends well beyond simply searching web archives.
In addition to giving an extensive overview, we also intend that this
survey should be self-contained enough to be used as lectures/teaching
material for researchers that want to get acquainted with the research
area. The survey can be read and understood by anybody with basic
information retrieval knowledge, but should also be of use for more
advanced researchers wanting to understand in more detail this field
of research. As such it extends previous overviews of challenges and
opportunities in temporal information retrieval (Alonso et al., 2011b),
and the survey by Campos et al. (2014b).
The remainder of this survey is organized as follows: Section 2 describes research problems for the pre-processing step of temporal document collections, i.e., dynamic crawling and temporal indexing of web
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documents. Section 3 presents current approaches to identifying and
extracting of temporal information useful for leveraging in temporal
information retrieval. Section 4 describes approaches to determining
the temporal intents of queries, the effect of terminology changes over
time, as well as query performance prediction for temporal queries. Section 5 describes a comparison of different time-aware ranking methods.
Section 6 presents applications in information retrieval and related research areas where the time dimension also plays an important role, e.g.,
temporal analytics and exploration, temporal summarization, temporal
clustering of search results, and future event retrieval and prediction.
Section 7 concludes the survey and discusses possible research topics beyond what have been addressed in the survey. Finally, in Appendix A,
we present existing research resources and recent evaluation workshops
organized in the field of temporal information retrieval.

2
Processing Dynamic Content

Search engines are able to answer user queries within very limited time
budgets mainly thanks to two datastructures: indexes and caches. Indexes expose the contents of a particular document collection in a termby-term fashion, this is, they are able to return quickly which documents
contain a certain set of terms. A ranking algorithm uses this information to return an ordered list of results that are deemed as relevant for
a given query. Caches, on the other hand, store the results of frequently
issued queries and are able to return those results with a substantially
lower processing cost than accessing an index and computing those results on the fly. Prior to building the index structure, search engines
need to be fed with documents (web pages in the case of a web search
engine) that are acquired in an incremental polling process known as
crawling.
All these three main building blocks, i.e., crawling, indexing and
caching, are impacted by changes in web pages. Modern systems that
keep up-to-date with web page changes need to adapt their basic processes in order to not be stale, i.e., the information contained in the
engine’s index and cache is not in sync with the current online web
page status.
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Search engines are often described as large systems operating with
static data structures, most notably their index, which are built in batch
mode. In practice this means that crawling, indexing a document collection and serving queries operate within generations; while the next
batch of content is being generated, the search engine can only dispatch
views of documents coming from the current generation. Once the next
generation is ready, it replaces the old one. In practice, this would imply
that the index might be stale for weeks (Cho and Garcia-Molina, 2000).
Real-life modern search engines keep (at least some) portions of
their index data structures up-to-date, with a lower latency. Systems
that serve specialized content that might be trending, such as Social
media or News sites, strive to ingest and process new documents between minutes or less. This includes the process of re-visiting some sites
to discover new or updated pages and updating dynamically the index
to be able to reflect those changes as soon as possible. This process
requires data structures and algorithms that can handle changes immediately rather than being replaced in batches. This section describes
how search engines are able to cope with those changes, paying special
attention to three main building blocks: crawling, indexing and caching.
In particular, crawlers need to keep up with page updates and tier
pages automatically into different layers depending on how frequently
they are updated. Similarly, retrieval systems that provide search capabilities over different versions of documents require specialized indexing
structures to cope with multiple time dependent collection views. Finally, search engines make extensive use of caches in order to speed up
the retrieval process. We review some alternatives to design a cache that
invalidate entries given that the underlying index is changing.

2.1

Adaptive Crawling

The purpose of crawling is to gather a collection of useful web pages
as quickly and efficiently as possible, while providing at least the required features for respecting the limitations imposed by publishers
(politeness) and avoiding traps (robustness) (Olston and Najork, 2010).
Crawlers that operate at web scale require a properly coordinated clus-
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ter of machines. There are a number of fundamental issues regarding
the parallelization of the different tasks involved in the crawling process.
Even if most approaches make use of a centralized manager to decide
which URLs to harvest next, which is possible to perform in a fully
distributed fashion (Boldi et al., 2004).
In addition, crawlers need to maintain a balance between coverage 1
and freshness 2 relative to the current web copies Olston and Najork
(2010). In order to do so, they must assign their resources prioritizing
which pages to crawl (or re-crawl) next. Next, we describe how to estimate that a page content has been modified and the crawler needs
to re-download it to obtain a more recent snapshot. Cho and GarciaMolina (2000) introduce two main strategies for repeated downloads:
• Batch crawling: the process is restarted periodically and within
each batch there are no repeated downloads of the same page.
• Incremental crawling: pages might appear subsequently during the
crawling process, which never terminates.
Most modern web search engines perform incremental crawling, although batch crawling might be more practical for systems that operate
in smaller focused domains. A comprehensive review of this and other
related practical aspects related to web crawling can be found in Olston
and Najork (2010).
2.1.1

Web Page Evolution

A central issue for effective temporal-aware crawling relates to web page
evolution from both a site-level perspective and a page-level perspective.
The former refers to how many pages appear and disappear from a
site and the latter to how often a particular page modifies its content.
Ntoulas et al. (2004) provide insights on site-level evolution, based on
the study of 150 different web sites over one year. Some key findings are
that there is a rapid turnover of web pages in terms of their birth and
death along with a higher turnover of hyperlinks. In particular, it seems
1
2

Coverage is the fraction of desired pages that the crawler acquires successfully.
Freshness is the degree to which the acquired page snapshots remain up-to-date.
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that new pages are created at a rate of 8% per week whereas every week
25% new hyperlinks are created. After a year, however, around 80% of
the links and web pages are replaced by new ones.
In contrast, around 70% of pages modify less than 5% of their content, measured with cosine distance using the TF-IDF of the words
of the page as the vector components, after a week and 50% after one
year. It seems that there is no straight correlation between the frequency
with which a page changes and the amount of its content that changes
over time. On the contrary, the amount of content that changes within
a page has a strong correlation with the amount of content that will
change in the future, although the strength of this correlation varies
from site to site. Researchers have further looked into which regions of
web pages are more likely to change their content over time. A large
part of those changes only reflect in a small chunk of the page (Fetterly
et al., 2003), and the main theme of the page tends to remain the same
along time (Adar et al., 2009). Additionally, most web pages can be
classified into static, churn, i.e., old content is being replaced by new
one, and scroll, i.e., the new content is appended to the page, like in
blog posts. Most pages contain a static part (like the boilerplate text)
and therefore a large portion of the web is a mixture between different
types, only varying the rate of churn and scroll.

2.1.2

Incremental Crawling Policies

In order to cope with web dynamics, web crawlers must tradeoff coverage and freshness by prioritizing fetching unseen or previously visited
pages. In many cases how to balance between these two objectives is decided on a use case basis. Systems that aim to capture content changes
over time have to create a model of the temporal behavior of web pages,
this is, estimate when a page will have new content. Then, they have
to allocate their crawling (bandwidth, machines) resources accordingly
and produce a schedule or crawl order that follows the target revisits
as close as possible. A good model of temporal behavior has to be able
to estimate at which point in time a page will change given samples of
content, history of updates and information about similar pages.
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Cho and Garcia-Molina (2003b) propose different frequency estimators based on Poisson processes and investigate their bias, consistency
and effectiveness. In practice, this means that changes can be tracked
through a number of discrete events. For instance, the simple estimate
would be the number of times we observe change in a page over the
number of times we visited the page. More involved estimators take
into account the date of last modification and the period of time between changes, which might not be evenly spaced in time. By using
those estimators, a crawler might improve the ratio of fresh pages by as
much as 35%. Other works consider estimators using the content of web
pages (Barbosa et al., 2005), or frequency of updates of pages with similar content, link structures and other features (Cho and Garcia-Molina,
2003a).
We note that most of these approaches work independently of the
definition of “page” and “change”. For instance, one might engineer a
crawler so that it captures pages that have changed more than 30% of
their content, or to revisit not web pages but rows in a database (modern
distributed data stores like HBase or Google’s BigTable (Chang et al.,
2006) fold versioning directly into index structure). These techniques
can be applied provided that the notion of “crawled unit" is clear and
that there is a mechanism to detect whether there has been a change
in that unit or not.

2.2

Temporal Indexing

In the previous section, we explain that crawlers need to keep up with
page updates and tier pages automatically into different layers depending on how frequently they are updated. On the other hand, whenever
a web page modifies its content it has to be reflected in the search
engine index as soon as possible. Similarly, retrieval systems that provide search capabilities over different versions of documents, such as
web archives, require specialized indexing structures to cope with multiple time dependent collection views. We review different approaches
to process efficiently keyword queries over the changing indexes.

2.2. Temporal Indexing
2.2.1

13

Incremental Indexes

Once a retrieval system is equipped with a mechanism to continuously
update its contents, we need to be able to reflect those changes whenever a user query is submitted. In turn, this requires that the underlying
data structure serving the results is aware of these changes. Most modern information retrieval systems employ inverted indexes as their basic
structures for storing and organizing documents’ contents (Baeza-Yates
and Ribeiro-Neto, 2011). The process of adding, removing or modifying the documents present in the index is known as dynamic or online
indexing. Given that indexes are compressed and information is stored
in contiguous chunks of memory, the process of index updating adds a
layer of complexity into the indexing process. Index updates are generally handled by keeping a smaller in-memory index which is periodically
merged with a larger index (that might reside in main memory or on
disk) whenever a memory threshold is reached Lester et al. (2008).
2.2.2

Versioned Indexing

How to index versioned archives requires of even more complex indexing
and maintenance procedures. The main difference with respect to online
indexing is that all the previous versions of a document are maintained
and ready to be queried. Versioned indexing comes from the database
field (Anick and Flynn, 1992) although it has a long story within the
IR community (Nørvåg and Nybø, 2005, 2006). The approaches are
built upon the idea of maintaining, along with the current document,
small delta updates for every version, each one of them with their own
creation date timestamp.
Earlier approaches worked with corporate help-desk corpora as a
first example domain with evolving data (Anick and Flynn, 1992). Their
solution consists of time-stamped delta entries that are comprised of
modified text, with additions or deletions. The index can be rolledback to a particular point in time by first rolling back the status of the
document at a desired timestamp. Then, the query can be evaluated
on that particular time instance of the index. The number of rollback
actions drives the execution time in this approach which can be very
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inefficient for archives that span a large number of updates. It is possible, however, to index redundant content in an efficient manner by
identifying content that can be stored just once and shared among several documents. Therefore, the fact that the different versions contain
a high degree of duplicate content can be exploited to produce much
more compact indexes (Herscovici et al., 2007) if the overlapping text
is identified appropriately.
The problem of eliminating redundancy in index structures is closely
related to that of reducing space or network transmission costs in storage systems by exploiting redundancy in the data. The delta-versioned
based index organization gives efficient access to more recent versions,
but costly access to older versions. A popular way to make the access
cost uniform regardless of the age of the replica is to rely on a postprocess filtering. The approach operates in two stages, first performing
a regular search ignoring the temporal component and secondly filtering
search results according to any specified temporal constraints (Nørvåg
and Nybø, 2005, 2006). There are a number of supplementary data
structures that can be employed to speed up this filtering process. For
instance, Nørvåg and Nybø (2005) propose to store a map from a document version identifier to its corresponding time period, and Nørvåg and
Nybø (2006) suggest to replace the term to version mappings of postings
with term to version-range mappings. In any case, once a query is submitted into the system their complete postings lists must be examined
regardless of the query time span.
Berberich et al. (2007) introduce an additional schema to handle
point queries over temporally versioned document collections. The approach extends the standard index posting lists with a time-frame value
indicating the version of the document in which the term is present.
These lists might end up being extremely large, and therefore one must
resort to additional pruning and compression techniques to keep the
index manageable. Berberich et al. (2007) present two different posting
reduction options, temporal coalescing or merging sequences of postings
that contain the same document id and similar (comparable) scores, and
sublist materialization, which divides every posting list into several sublists according to time intervals. These are lossy compression schemes
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constrains the index structure with respect to the scoring mechanism,
which must be predetermined in advance before building the index.
In the case the temporal index includes positional information, i.e.,
in which in the document the terms occurred, one needs to avoid repeated indexing of substrings that are common to several versions of
a document. This can be done by partitioning every document version
into a number of fragments, which are then indexed individually. At
query processing time, every document fragment matching the query
has to be joined in order to determine which version contains the query
words. Broder et al. (2006) organize the different related documents
into a tree structure in which each node represents a document. Each
node distinguishes between content that it is unique to the document
and content that it is shared across versions. The latter is inherited
from each ancestor node. On the contrary, Zhang and Suel (2007) use
string partitioning techniques to split documents into fragments. This
has the advantage of allowing for highly efficient updates.
These techniques consider each version as a separate document, or
assembly artificial virtual documents from several versions. The work
by He et al. (2009) takes a slightly different approach by modeling a
versioned collection using a two-level index, a document level where each
distinct document has a global identifier and a version level index, which
specifies which of the versions of the document contain a particular
term. This allows for effective compression techniques at the version
level when the set of different replicas is represented by a bitvector of
length equal to the number of versions of the document.
2.2.3

Processing Temporally Qualified Queries

A related important issue is how to process efficiently keyword queries
over a temporally partitioned inverted index, or over a collection of
timestamped documents. The latter case is a particular instance of filtering or faceting. We can assume that documents contain a special
numeric field that represents the date, although without loss of generality this field can represent sizes of a product catalog, opening times of
business listings among a large array of possibilities. The queries that
can be issued to such an index could be comprised of a text portion as
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well as constraints on the values of one or more numeric fields. Numeric
constraint consists of an allowed range of values per some specific numeric field. These can be one-sided (−∞, 40), or ranged (−10, 20). In
the case of dates, if we assume the field contains normalized timestamps
with respect to some time units, queries are of the form t1 ≤ t ≤ t2 ,
where t1 and t2 are valid timestamps.
There is a large body of work by the database community that is
focused on numeric or string attributes but that ignores large sets of
documents and inverted index structures. Apart from temporally qualified queries, one could consider similar use cases in search engines that
include support for numerical range constraints and techniques for geographic or local search. The index needs to know how to store numerical
attributes and provide methods to filter using the numerical expression.
General purpose inverted indexes maintain a list of occurrences of terms
in documents, along with some additional information (positions, term
frequency) and a simple extension to this schema is to add a payload
to each posting (Fontoura et al., 2007). Another option would be to
include additional external structures for accessing per-document metadata, that should be kept in main memory to avoid incurring in a large
number of I/O operations per query that could make the processing
time too large for practical purposes.
Additionally, processing temporally qualified queries might incur a
larger query overhead than processing plain keyword queries. As we
have seen, versioned indexing introduces additional data structures and
requires extra filtering processes to determine which version of a document matches a particular query. In this case a large fraction of reads
from the inverted lists do not contribute to the final result, namely all
the entries that do not qualify for the temporal predicate of the query.
Berberich et al. (2007) address the problem of answering time qualified queries that refer to a single point in time, given that it is sufficient to consider just one temporal partition for each term at query
processing time. Answering a temporally qualified query in the case of
indexes that have been augmented and partitioned according to time information involves choosing the correct index partitions to evaluate the
query. To speed up query processing of more general classes of temporal
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queries (those that have a time range as a query qualifier), Anand et al.
(2010) propose an algorithm that selects partitions of the index that
would return the highest number of matching documents. Then, partitions that contain documents with entries that are already contained
in those high-recall partitions can be simply not retrieved, saving I/O
operations. However, intuitively, one could make use of the temporal
range specified in the query before matching documents against query
terms, and then perform retrieval in a sub-set of documents that comply
with the time constrain. For instance, a simple approach could consist of
partitioning the index into a large number of time ranges and then performing the search only on the valid partitions. This has the drawback
of affecting negatively the compression ratio of the index posting lists,
although even this simple schema using state of the art compression
techniques is able to yield reasonably efficient query response times. It
is further possible to organize the index in a way that allows fast access
to postings that satisfy the temporal constraint (He and Suel, 2011).
In all the previous approaches inverted indexes augmented with time
information are sliced along the time-axis, this is, each partition of the
index contains documents that fall within a previously specified time
interval. As we mentioned, this might blow-up the index size. This can
be partially alleviated using adequate compression schemes. Taking an
orthogonal approach, Anand et al. (2011) propose to partition horizontally in shards each index list along the document identifiers axis
instead of time. This way, there is a small overhead with respect to
index size. Queries are then processed by opening all the list shards per
query term and seeking the right time position within each shard and
then scanning the posting list sequentially from that position. There is
also a way to calculate the optimal numbers of shards given the cost of
the first random access compared to the cost of sequential access.

2.3

Caching Evolving Results

Caching of search results is one crucial optimization step in modern
search engines. They employ some dedicated fixed-size fast memory
cache that can store a certain number of result pages. When queries are
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submitted, the system performs a cache look-up and if the query has
been previously served (hit) it can quickly return the result pages to the
user. Whenever the results are not cached (miss), the engine evaluates
the query and computes its results. The results are returned to the
user and stored in the cache. Whenever the cache is full, a replacement
policy takes place and decides which queries stored in the cache might
be flushed to make room for the newly computed set. The primary goal
of cache replacement policies is to exploit the locality of reference that is
present in many real life query streams in order to exhibit high hit ratios
and lower the number of costly query evaluations. Roughly speaking,
locality of reference means that after an object x is requested, x and a
small set of related objects are likely to be requested in the near future.
Caching is a technique that fundamentally relies on the presence
of historical reliable data in order to achieve its optimal results (Fagni
et al., 2006) given that a large portion of popular queries are submitted
by several users. Query streams are extremely redundant and bursty;
query popularities follow a heavy tailed distribution, implying that there
exists a high level of redundancy, and some topics are trending between
some windows of time, implying that query frequencies might result in
spikes or bursts over the time axis. Caching yields immediate benefits;
firstly, it shortens the engine’s response time (users have to wait less to
see their results delivered) and secondly it lowers the number and cost of
query executions (which in turn results in a lower number of machines
needed to keep up with a certain user and query traffic). Most caching
replacement policies are exclusively tailored for search engines that do
not modify their index contents over time (Fagni et al., 2006). Furthermore, a fundamental underlying assumption of caching applications is
that subsequent submissions of a query will result in the same response
and returning the cached entry does not degrade the application. This
assumption is broken when dealing with an incremental indexing situation given that the corpus is constantly being updated. Therefore the
results of any query can potentially change at any time.
Within this context, a search engine has to face the problem of
deciding whether to re-evaluate repeated queries, thereby reducing the
effectiveness of caching their results, or to save computational resources
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at the risk of returning stale (outdated) cached entries. This results in
a tradeoff between freshness and number of computations performed.
On one extreme, the search engine would not cache anything at all; in
this case every returned set of results would be fresh (or, the results
would reflect the most recent state of the index), but then the engine
would have to perform a great number of redundant operations. On the
other extreme, the engine would never invalidate the results cache in
the presence of index updates, not performing any redundant work at
all (as determined by the replacement policy) but a great deal of the
results would be stale and will not reflect the current index state.
Many search-based systems apply simple solutions to this dilemma,
ranging from performing no caching of search results at all to applying
time-to-live (TTL) policies on cached entries so as to ensure worst-case
bounds on staleness of results (Cambazoglu et al., 2010). In practice,
this means that each entry in the cache is timestamped and this TTL
value reflects the time point after which the result entry will be considered stale. On the contrary, Blanco et al. (2010) propose a mechanism to
invalidate selectively cached results from queries whose results are actually affected by the updates to the underlying index. The main intuition
is that not every document will change continuously, so one can devise
selective mechanisms to detect which cache entries are unaffected by
document updates. More precisely, the idea is that when a document
change is reflected in the index, every cached query that return this
document should be invalidated. The task is cast as a prediction problem, in which a component (a cache invalidator predictor) that is aware
of both the new content being indexed and the contents of the cache,
invalidates cached entries it estimates that have become stale.
The main components of the indexing and caching and their interaction flow is depicted in Figure 2.1. The cache invalidator predictor
(CIP) lies in between the flow that processes the stream of document
that have been crawled and the cache. The CIP generates a synopsis
or succinct summary of the document and then needs to locate quickly
which cache entries are being invalidated by the incoming documents.
In essence, this acts as a reversed search engine in which the documents
are the queries and the role of the queries is played by the synopses,
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Figure 2.1: Architecture for selective cache entry invalidation, showing the components that conform the runtime system and indexing pipeline along with their dependencies, both API calls and data flow between the different components. The cache
invalidator component accesses the terms generated through the indexing pipeline
and calls the runtime cache in order to flag cache entries that should be marked as
invalid.

similar to Pickens et al. (2010) who suggest this query index might be
useful for query formulation, selection and feedback. They further defined metrics by which to measure the performance of these predictions,
propose a realizing architecture for incorporating such predictors into
search engines, and measure the performance of several prediction policies. Their results indicate that selective invalidation of cached search
results can lower the number of queries invalidated unnecessarily by
roughly 30% compared to a pure TTL schema, while returning results
of equal freshness.
There are other ideas built upon having a time to live mechanism
implemented in the cache. For instance, Alici et al. (2011) propose to
maintain a separate timestamp for each document in the collection and
posting list in the index. These timestamps indicate the point in time
in which a particular posting became stale, as decided by a replacement
policy. Whenever a user submitted query hits the cache, the engine
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compares the timestamps of the cached posting lists with the query
timestamp in order to make a replacement decision. This approach is
easy to implement and only performs slightly worse than simple CIPs.
Given that it does not require generating a document synopsis each
time the index is updated it also incur in a lesser number of operations for cache invalidation. It is not clear, though, what is the space
overhead incurred in maintaining per posting timestamps and how this
affects index compression and query performance runtimes (time-stamp
checking in the presence of a cache hit). This work is extended by Alici
et al. (2012) by setting TTL values individually per cached query. This
stems from the rationale that too large TTL values will incur in serving
stale results to the users, but using a too small value will diminish the
efficiency gains of having a result cache.
Adaptive TTL values stem from the rationale that the results of
different queries will remain fresh for different time periods. As we discussed previously, top results of queries looking for trending news or for
results coming from highly dynamic sources (social media sites, for instance), will change very frequently, even in minutes (or seconds). However, user queries looking for historical facts or atemporal topics might
remain fresh days or weeks. This is also affected by query seasonality
patterns, in which queries that refer to some events may show temporal variation. For example, consider a query that refers to a particular
event with some well-defined occurrence pattern (a sports competition,
a TV show). The results for those queries will remain mostly unchanged
throughout non-peak periods (when the event is not happening) but will
have a high change rate whenever the events are taking place.
The solution to assign adaptive TTL values involve using a machine
learning model that exploits features coming from both queries and
results, such as number of query terms, query frequency, number of
query results, among others. It still remains a challenge to devise a
fully adaptive system that is able to account for peaks and changes in
both the document and query stream, that is distributed, fully scalable
and can handle the fast pace of modern crawlers, which return new
documents at a sub-second pace.
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Summary

Information retrieval systems that are aware of document changes need
to adapt their basic data structures building blocks in order to be able
to keep up with temporal variations content. The first step of any search
engine, acquiring the document collection, is impacted when pages appear and disappear from a site. Crawlers must adapt their policies in
order to optimize their resource usage and maximize the amount of fresh
and new pages they discover and input into the indexing system. The index system must allow for incremental updates so that the new contents
are readily available to be queried. Furthermore, if the retrieval systems
is to provide search capabilities over different versions of documents it
will require specialized indexing structures to cope with multiple time
dependent document collection views. Finally, caching is one of the most
impactful components from the efficiency perspective. If new relevant
content is crawled and indexed for a substantial portion of queries, the
cache needs to be aware that some of its entries are returning stale
contents and invalidate or update them. To this end, we have reviewed
several up-to-date solutions for the aforementioned problems that are
able to scale up to the sizes of modern web collections.

3
Temporal Information Extraction

Both documents and queries contain implicit and explicit temporal information that can be utilized in the retrieval process. The same is also
the case for other sources of textual information, including Internet encyclopedia like Wikipedia. The extracted information can be used as
temporal profiles for different types of objects, namely, documents and
queries, or a more specific data objects, i.e., entities and events.
The kind of temporal information that is easiest to extract are temporal expressions, which can be classified into explicit, implicit and relative temporal expressions as defined by Schilder and Habel (2003). An
explicit temporal expression mentioned in a document can be mapped
directly to a time point or interval, such as, dates or years on the Gregorian calendar. For example, “July 4, 2014” and “January 1, 2015” are
explicit temporal expressions. An implicit temporal expression is given
in a document as an imprecise time point or interval. For example,
“Independence Day 2014” and “New Year’s Day 2015” are implicit expressions that can be mapped to “July 4, 2014” and “January 1, 2015”
respectively. In addition, expressions such as “boston attack marathon”
and “haiti earthquakes” can be understood as implicit temporal expressions, as they carry an inherent temporal nature that can be mapped
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to an explicit temporal point. A relative temporal expression occurring
in a document can be resolved to a time point or interval using a time
reference, either an explicit or implicit temporal expressions mentioned
in a document or the publication date of the document itself. For example, the expressions “this Monday” and “next month” are relative
expressions, where their exact dates can be determined using the publication date of the document. There are now several tools available
for extracting temporal expressions and annotating documents, like the
Stanford Temporal Tagger (Chang and Manning, 2012), TARSQI (Verhagen et al., 2005), and HeidelTime (Strötgen and Gertz, 2010).
In the rest of this section, we will describe the extraction of three
main types of temporal information that requires more elaborate methods than the temporal expressions described above, namely: 1) the creation time of a document, 2) document focus time, and 3) temporal
knowledge about entity and event evolution.

3.1

Document Creation Time

In order to leverage time for search, it can be beneficial to assign time of
creation or published date to a document. The document creation time
can also be needed in order to resolve relative temporal expressions that
are relative to the publication time. However, it is challenging to find
an accurate and trustworthy timestamp of a document. In many cases,
the available time metadata of web documents are simply their lastmodified dates or crawled time, which do not reflect the real creation
dates (Nunes et al., 2007). Not being able to reliably detect creation
dates not only severely affect temporal search effectiveness but also
limit us from reasoning about date and time in other domains, such
as, Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) (Allan et al., 1998; He et al.,
2007), and Emerging Trend Detection (ETD) (Berry, 2003).
Document dating is defined as the task of determining the time for
non-timestamped documents, or, how to estimate the time of publication of document/contents or the time of topic of documents’ contents. Current approaches to document dating can be classified as either
content-based or non-content-based methods.

3.1. Document Creation Time
3.1.1
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Content-based

Content-based methods consider only the textual contents of documents, although an independent timestamped document collection is
in general needed in order to create a model that can be used in the
dating process. An important feature of these methods is that they can
be used for any type of textual information.
The first approach was proposed by de Jong et al. (2005). The approach is based on temporal language models, which incorporates the
time dimension into language modeling (Hiemstra, 2002). A language
model MD is estimated from a set of documents D, which is viewed
as the probability distribution for generating a sequence of terms in
a language. The probability of generating a sequence of terms can be
computed by multiplying the probability of generating each term in the
sequence (called a unigram language model), which is computed as:
P (w1 , w2 , w3 |MD ) = P (w1 |MD ) · P (w2 |MD ) · P (w3 |MD ).

(3.1)

In the query likelihood model (Zhai and Lafferty, 2004), a document
d is ranked by the probability of a document d as the likelihood that
it is generated by a query q, or P (d|q). By applying Bayes’ theorem,
P (d|q) can be computed as:

P (d|q) =

P (q|d) · P (d)
P (q)

(3.2)

≈ P (q|d),
where P (q) is the probability of a query q, and P (d) is a document’s
prior probability. Both P (q) and P (d) are in general ignored from the
calculation because they have the same values for all documents. The
core of the query likelihood model is to compute P (q|d) or the probability
of generating q given the language model of d, or MD . P (q|d) can be
computed using maximum likelihood estimation and the independence
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assumption as:
P (q|Md ) = P (w1 , . . . , wnq |Md )
=

nq
Y

P (wi |Md ),

(3.3)

i=1

where nq is the number of terms in q. When estimating P (w|d) for a
query term w, we can encounter a problem of zero probabilities, which
means that one or more terms in q may be absent from a document d.
In order to avoid the problem, a smoothing technique can be applied
in order to add a small (non-zero) probability to terms that are absent from a document. Such a small probability is generally taken from
the background document collection. For each query term w, a smoothing technique is applied yielding the estimated probability P̂ (w|d) of
generating each query term w from d as:
P̂ (w|d) = λ · P (w|Md ) + (1 − λ) · P (w|MC ),

(3.4)

where the smoothing parameter λ ∈ [0, 1]. C is the background document collection. MC is the language model generated from the background collection. In order to build temporal language models, a temporal corpus is needed. The temporal corpus can be any document collection where 1) the documents are timestamped with creation time,
2) covering a certain time period (at least the period of the queries collections), and 3) containing enough documents to make robust models.
A good basis for such a corpus is a news archive. However, any corpus with similar characteristics can be employed, including non-English
corpora for performing dating of non-English texts.
The temporal language model assigns a probability to a document di = {w1 , . . . , wn } according to word usage statistics over time.
The training corpus C = {d1 , . . . , dn } is partitioned based on publication time, for example one partition per month or year, and for
each partition. The approach employs a normalized log-likelihood ratio
(NLLR) (Kraaij, 2005) for computing the similarity between two language models. Given a partitioned corpus C, it is possible to determine
the time of a non-timestamped document di by comparing the language
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model of di with each corpus partition pj using the following equation:
NLLR(di , pj ) =

X

P (w|di ) × log

w∈di

P (w|pj )
.
P (w|C)

tf(w, di )
.
0
w0 ∈di tf(w , di )

(3.6)

tf(w, pj )
.
0
w0 ∈pj tf(w , pj )

(3.7)

tf(w, C)
,
0
w0 ∈C tf(w , C)

(3.8)

P (w|di ) = P
P (w|pj ) = P

(3.5)

P (w|C) = P

where tf(w, di ) is the frequency of a term w in a non-timestamped document di . tf(w, pj ) is the frequency of w in a time partition pj . tf(w, C)
is the frequency of w in the entire collection C. In other words, C is the
background model estimated on the entire collection. The timestamp of
the document is the time partition which maximizes the score according to the equation above. The intuition behind the described method
is that given a document with unknown timestamp, it is possible to find
the time interval that mostly overlaps in term usage with the document.
For example, if the document contains the word “tsunami” and corpus
statistic shows this word was very frequently used in 2004/2005, it is
assumed that this time period is a good candidate for the document
timestamp. When there are words with zero probability, a probability
smoothing technique, such as, linear interpolation smoothing (Kraaij,
2005) or Dirichlet smoothing (Zhai and Lafferty, 2004), can be applied
in order to assign some small (non-zero) probability to words absent
from a time partition.
The approach of de Jong et al. (2005) was subsequently extended
by (Kanhabua and Nørvåg, 2008). The most important improvement
was the use of temporal entropy, motivated by the fact that some terms
are more suitable than others for distinguishing documents from others,
and term entropy can be utilized to select those terms. Similarly, some
terms are better for distinguishing between time periods, and Kanhabua
and Nørvåg introduce temporal entropy which is employed to modify the
term weighs described above for the de Jong approach. They also study
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the impact of varying semantic-based preprocessing techniques, as well
as propose a method taking into account what were the top gaining and
declining queries on Google Zeitgeist (an aggregation of search queries
for each year).
The time range covered by a content-based document dating approach depends on the training corpus. Kumar et al. (2011) study the
use of different training sets for the de Jong approach, and in particular
how a training set consisting of Wikipedia biographies spanning 3800
B.C. to 2010 A.D. can be used to predict publication date of older texts.
A basic approach to solving the document dating task is to use classifiers. Chambers (2012) propose a discriminative classifier with new
features extracted from the text’s time expressions and a second model
that learns probabilistic constraints between time expressions and the
unknown document time. This approach outperforms the methods proposed by de Jong et al. (2005) and Kanhabua and Nørvåg (2008), however it is restricted to predicting year only. Ge et al. (2013) subsequently
extended the work of Chambers by combining the use of classifier with
event-based time label propagation, thus also utilizing relative temporal
relations between documents and events.
A significantly different approach to the aforementioned methods
is to use the burstiness of terms for estimating timestamps (Kotsakos et al., 2014). Previous methods can only report time based on
a pre-defined granularity that reflects the segmentation of the reference
corpus. However, this approach can also report non-fixed intervals of
application-defined length l. It is based on the intuition that similar
documents are more likely to discuss similar events and hence being
created closer in time, and that the burst intervals of significant terms
(for example selected based on tf-idf) in those documents having high
degree of overlap. The document dating process is performed by first
finding the documents most similar to the document to be dated. Second, a weight is assigned to each of the related documents based on the
overlap of burst intervals of common terms between the relevant document and the document to be dated. Finally, each publication date
along the timeline is assigned the sum of the weights of documents published at that time, and the result interval is chosen as the time interval
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of length l having maximum sum of weights. Based on the experimental
evaluation, this is the current state-of-the art approach to content-based
document dating. Please refer to (Kotsakos et al., 2014) for the detailed
description of the aforementioned approach.
In addition to the above language-independent approaches, there
are also works taking into account language and/or domain in order to
improve accuracy of the dating process. Garcia-Fernandez et al. (2011)
describe a system for determining publication date of old French newspaper articles, combining supervised and unsupervised methods. The
most important contribution is the use of Google Books N-grams (Goldberg and Orwant, 2013) in order to automatically identify neologisms
and archaisms. Tilahun et al. (2012) focus on dating medieval English
charters, and demonstrate that the use of techniques similar to those
proposed in (de Jong et al., 2005; Kanhabua and Nørvåg, 2008), but
applied on shingles (n-grams) instead of terms, perform well on that
task.
3.1.2

Non-Content-based

Non-content-based document dating uses information external to the
documents. The main advantage is not requiring a reference corpus,
but put strong constraints on the availability and accuracy of other information making it less useful in practice. Jatowt et al. (2007) present
an approach that searches past versions of a page in a web archive in
order to detect when it was created. An important shortcoming of this
method is the need for having the page archived and in sufficient granularity to detect when changes happened, and also the cost of retrieving
pages from the archive.
Nunes et al. (2007) propose to use time information from neighbors of a document, such as 1) documents containing links to the nontimestamped document (incoming links), 2) documents pointed to the
non-timestamped document (outgoing links, as also suggested previously by Hauff and Azzopardi (2005)) and 3) the media assets (e.g., images) associated with the non-timestamped document. They compute
the average of last-modified dates extracted from neighbor documents
and use it as the time for the non-timestamped document. This ap-
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proach is essentially limited to linked documents like web pages, and
accuracy will depend on the accuracy of the time of dating of the neighbors. SalahEldeen and Nelson (2013) extend the previous ideas by using
external sources to determine when an URL was first used, for example,
when a shortlink was first created using Bitly1 . The drawback of this
method is the lack of resources covering further into the past than the
most recent years, and it also cannot determine the age of the actual
contents on the page, only when the web page represented by the URL
first appeared.

3.2

Document Focus Time

While document dating aims at determining the creating date of a document, often it is also useful to determine the date or time period which
the contents refers to. We will in this section describe how the task of
estimating document focus time can be addressed. It is important to notice that some documents are atemporal, so that mapping documents
to certain time periods only makes sense for those having temporal
characteristic.
A basic approach for estimating focus time is to base the decision
on extracted temporal expressions. Extracting temporal expressions is
typically performed by first identifying time entities in the text, and
then performing temporal reference resolution in order to convert the
relative time entities into absolute time. The temporal reference resolution is typically rule based, for example, Mani and Wilson (2000)
solve the task by using a mix of hand-crafted and machine-learnt rules,
similar approaches can also be found in other papers, e.g., (Llidó et al.,
2001). The focus time can then be determined, for example, by ranking
the temporal expressions and considering the most highly ranked as the
focus time (Strötgen et al., 2012).
Using extracted temporal expressions is not always sufficiently accurate. Jatowt et al. (2013) propose an alternative approach where document focus time is estimated based on what year the terms in the
document are most strongly associated with. In order to determine this
1

Bitly is a URL shortening service (https://bitly.com/).
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association, a corpus of news articles is used. When estimating focus
time, (1) temporal entropy – a measure of how discriminative a term
is for distinguishing between time periods, cf. (Kanhabua and Nørvåg,
2008), and (2) temporal kurtosis (the less peakedness in the distribution
of a term over time means the stronger association to particular time
periods, see Section 4.1.2), are used to determine which terms in the
document should be used. The document focus time is then selected as
the time that maximizes the document-time association based on those
selected terms.

3.3

Entity and Event Evolution

It has been observed that entities and events are changing over time,
which comprise both the evolution of the entities and events themselves
and the evolution of their representations. In general, such evolutions
can reflect in two main issues: terminology change and context change.
Terminology evolution and the mapping between current to historic
terms will be explained in more detail in the context of time-aware
query reformulation in Section 4.3.
Common changes in context would include changes in organizational roles, personal relationships, and world-related knowledge, e.g.,
geo-political changes. Moreover, we can anticipate changes occurring in
different periods of life or in workplace and societal settings. This is
partially due to the evolving natures of the social Web and collective
attentions (Mazeika et al., 2011). Participative content generation and
sharing in Web 2.0 offer new rich data sources for a large scale analysis
of patterns in human and especially collective attentions as a crowd
phenomenon. The social negotiation and construction processes, e.g.,
are reflected by early editing activities on pages referring to real-world
events (Ferron and Massa, 2012), as well as by discussion forums for
each page on Wikipedia or talk pages (Pentzold, 2009). Previous works
exploit edit history (Georgescu et al., 2013) and article view statistics (Ciglan and Nørvåg, 2010) for detecting events and entities related to the events, which provide promising results towards generating
entity-specific news tickers and timelines.
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The study of entity and event evolution comprehends a wide range
of IR applications, for example, web archiving, temporal search and
longitudinal analytics (Alonso et al., 2011b). Incorporating information
about evolving entities and events is useful to enhance search results.
Kanhabua and Nejdl (2014) point out that it is important to adequately deal with such evolutions, for example, to track and detect
changing properties of entities and events over time. A key challenge
to tackle this problem includes a careful identification of selected context dimensions, which information or features (e.g., properties of the
entities) should be captured and affected by the respective evolution.
This process of selecting adequate features is expected to create varying
results depending upon the type of information and the use case under
consideration. It is expected to be able to identify some core time travel
representations depending on types of evolution supported by the designed and implemented methods. To this end, there is the need for
tools to deal with evolving data relevant to observed information and
adapt context.
Entity and event evolution, i.e., detecting and extracting changing
properties of entities over time, has been proposed using different methods such as rule-based techniques (Ernst-Gerlach and Fuhr, 2007), temporal association rule mining (Kaluarachchi et al., 2010a), and mining
Wikipedia (Kanhabua and Nørvåg, 2010b). In addition, an extension
of the YAGO knowledge base, called YAGO2 (Hoffart et al., 2013), was
created by incorporating the temporal facts about entities, which are
extracted from semi-structured contents like Wikipedia infoboxes.
Kanhabua and Nejdl (2014) extend the previous work (Kanhabua
and Nørvåg, 2010b) for discovering entity evolution using temporal anchor texts, which constitute anchor texts and corresponding time snapshots mined from the edit history of Wikipedia. After extracting anchor
texts for each snapshot, the weights of aggregated anchor texts will be
computed and used for ranking them by importance with respect to
a target entity. For a given entity e, the set of temporal anchor texts
Ae,t contains all the unique anchor texts of e’s incoming links at time
t. Each anchor text a is associated to a weighting function f (a, e, t),
which can be calculated as the count of inlink pages to e or using a
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better estimation taking into account the relationship among sites or
domains, i.e., considering inlink pages from the same site/domain as
internal links and those from different domains as external links (Dai
and Davison, 2010b; Dou et al., 2009).
Table 3.1 depicts time-evolving information associated to some selected entities including Barack Obama, Pope Benedict XVI, and Microsoft Windows. As observed, temporal anchor texts is useful towards
capturing entity evolution information, namely, the changing of names
or political roles, as well as trends (e.g., popular songs or current
shows/performance of artists) and evolving context (e.g., new products,
software versions or related events).
Table 3.1: Examples of entities with evolving information captured by temporal
anchor texts.

Entity

Time

Anchor Text

Weight

Barack Obama
Barack Obama
Barack Obama
Barack Obama
Pope Benedict XVI
Pope Benedict XVI
Microsoft Windows
Microsoft Windows
Microsoft Windows
Microsoft Windows

200807
200807
200807
200903
200506
200506
200210
200212
200601
200607

Senator Barack Obama
Illinois Senator Barack Obama
U.S. Sen. Barack Obama
President Barack Obama
Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger
the new pope
Windows CE
Windows XP
Windows 2000, XP, Server 2003
Windows Me, 2000, XP, Vista

2.71E-07
3.39E-08
1.69E-08
7.59E-07
1.03E-05
5.70E-07
1.60E-05
9.44E-06
2.85E-07
1.94E-07

3.4

Summary

Documents, queries and other textual sources contain temporal information that can be utilized in the information retrieval process. We
have provided an extensive overview of fundamental tasks of temporal
information extraction. Determining document creation time and document focus time is useful not only in the context of the documents
themselves, but can also be exploited to gain information from queries
and be employed for ranking. In additional to extracting information
about time, entity and event evolution can also be extracted from tem-
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poral documents. Such information has many applications, knowledge
of entity evolution can for example be used as part of a query expansion
in order to increase recall, while entity evolution can be used to enhance
search results. In the subsequent sections, we will see in more detail how
the extracted information can be applied.

4
Temporal Query Analysis

This section presents research problems related to temporal queries and
provides an overview of existing works in this area. The structure of
this section consists of three main parts, i.e., temporal query intent
(Section 4.1), dynamic query subtopics (Section 4.2), and time-aware
query enhancement (Section 4.3).
Understanding search intent behind a user’s query is the first step
before applying a suitable retrieval and ranking model. In the temporal
search realm, a system should be able to detect a query that contains an
underlying temporal information need, so-called a temporal query (Joho
et al., 2013). We categorize temporal queries into two main categories.
The first class of temporal queries can be observed through temporal
patterns of user search behavior in query logs, whereas the second class
of temporal queries may not exhibit such temporal patterns in a query
stream, but contain underlying temporal information needs.
Examples of first-class queries are: sporadic or spiky queries, e.g.,
breaking news, celebrities, and short-span events, periodic or seasonal
queries, such as, annual events, and trends consisting of anticipated
events and ongoing events. For the second class, temporal queries are
either (1) those with temporal criteria explicitly provided (i.e., con-
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taining temporal expressions), or (2) those with no explicit temporal
criteria. An example of a query with time explicitly provided is World
Cup 2014, while Brazil World Cup is a query without temporal criteria
provided, implicitly provided, and it which can refer to either the most
recent FIFA World Cup event in 2014 or the historical event in 1950.
Figure 4.1 illustrates example queries with various temporal characteristics. In the case of a temporal query referring to one particular
event, it can contain dynamic subtopics, where its relevant subtopics are
highly time-dependent. For example, when issuing the query kentucky
derby in April, search intents are likely to be about hats and food referring to the Kentucky Derby Festival, which occurs two weeks before
a stakes race. Presumably, at the end of May, other related searches
like result or winner should be more relevant to than pre-event aspects.
As another example, the query NCAA tournament1 . We depict relevant
subtopics at three different time points (i.e., March 14, March 18 and
April 1), where the change in temporal aspects of a query reflects the
ongoing event. In the beginning of the event, pre-event aspects, such
as, march madness and a sub-event like women’s basketball tournament
bracket can be regarded as trend in search streams. At the later stage,
post-event and late-event aspects have gained their popularity, for instance, in the case of ncaa basketball results for post-event and ncaa final
four for late-event.
A temporal query may be associated to different events, which is
regarded as topically ambiguous. An example of such multi-faceted temporal query (Whiting et al., 2013) is U.S. Open, which can relate to
one of these two sport events: (1) the annual open golf tournament of
the United States typically held in mid-June, or (2) the fourth and final tennis major that comprises the Grand Slam held annually in late
August and early September. In addition, a temporal query is seen as
temporally ambiguous (Jones and Diaz, 2007), which can be associated
to multiple events occurred in different periods in time. For example,
FIFA World Cup and tsunami can refer to many events, for both recurring
and non-recurring ones, in the past that the issued queries can refer to.
1

A sports competition held annually by the National Collegiate Athletic Association.
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Figure 4.1: Variances of temporal queries and their dynamic characteristics.

The rest of this section is organized as follows. Section 4.1 describes
current approaches to understanding temporal query intent, as well as
methods for detecting and predicting time-sensitive queries, such as,
spiky, periodic or seasonal queries. In addition, we will explain how to
determine the underlying temporal information needs for a given temporal query. In Section 4.2, we will address the problem of multi-faceted
temporal queries and its impact on search result diversification, and
outline recent works dealing with topically ambiguous temporal queries.
Finally, we give an overview of query enhancement techniques applied
to temporal queries for increasing search experience in Section 4.3.
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Temporal Query Intent

Existing methods on determining temporal query intent can be classified into two main groups based on the data sources used, namely,
(1) mining temporal patterns in query streams, and (2) determining
temporal intent from top-k search results.
4.1.1

Mining Temporal Patterns in Query Streams

By analyzing changes in historical query logs, we can observe a sort
of signal provided a basic understanding for temporal querying behaviors using standard statistic methods as done in (Beitzel et al., 2004,
2007; Richardson, 2008; Kulkarni et al., 2011). Moving beyond analyzing popularity changes, we present several works on automatically
detecting and classifying temporal queries (Vlachos et al., 2004; Jones
and Diaz, 2007; Parikh and Sundaresan, 2008; Kulkarni et al., 2011).
Finally, we explain methods for modeling and predicting query popularity using time series techniques (Radinsky et al., 2012; Shokouhi,
2011).
Analyzing Changes in Query Popularity
Beitzel et al. (2004, 2007) analyze changes in query popularity by focusing on queries that are repeated often, rather than those in the long
tail. They manually assign a sample of 600 queries to the pre-defined,
topical categories and study changes in popularity of the categorized
queries over time on daily, weekly, and monthly scales.
A direct comparison of the percentages of total query volume matching a selected group of category lists is difficult due to the differences
in scale. To overcome this problem they measure relative popularity
changes or fluctuations over time of each query category, which can be
computed as follows.
KL(P (q|t)||P (q|c, t)) =

X
q

P (q|t) × log

P (q|t)
,
P (q|c, t)

(4.1)

where KL(P (q|t)||P (q|c, t)) is the KL-divergence (Kullback and Leibler,
1951), or a non-symmetric measure of the difference between two prob-
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ability distributions, i.e., the likelihood P (q|t) of receiving any query q
at a particular time t and the likelihood P (q|c, t) of receiving q in a particular category c. In their paper, they show the divergences (popularity
fluctuations) over hours in a day among different query categories. Although the categories that cover the largest portions of the query stream
also have the most relative popularity fluctuation, this correlation does
not hold throughout all categories. Note that, two topics music and
movies are examined independently from other queries in the category
entertainment. The results show that the trends of query popularity
of particular topics differs both from the query stream as a whole and
from other categories. Additionally, certain categories of queries trend
differently over varying periods.
Richardson (2008) determines changes in popularity by examining
whether the distribution of queries within a session is significantly different from the general population distribution. More precisely, Richardson measures the query distributions, among users who searched for
a query vs. all users, using KL-divergence. This solely studies the
change in interests over time of a few specific types of queries with
sub-sequential related searches spanning over days or months, e.g., migraine (related searches: tea, coffee, caffeine, and magnesium), mortgage
(related searches: lending, realtor, and loan), interview (related searches:
resume, tax, and moving), and dating (related searches: proposal, engagement ring, and wedding planning). The analysis results have twofold
remarks. First, learning from common similar trends in histories is useful, e.g., relationship between medical condition and potential causes.
Second, long-term history could be more effective for generating topic
hierarchies than short-term history.
To summarize, a metric or distance based on a probability and information theory such as KL-divergence can intuitively capture the temporal evolution for better understanding and a analyzing changes in querying behavior. However, the limitation of the aforementioned method is
that it is unsuitable for modeling changes in query popularity towards
query intent detection and prediction.
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Detecting and Categorizing Temporal Queries
Vlachos et al. (2004) are among the first to apply a burst detection
method (Kleinberg, 2003) for identifying temporal queries based on
three classes of temporal patterns: 1) periodic queries, for example, an
event happening in a weekly basis like cinema or nordstrom, 2) seasonal
queries recurring monthly or yearly, for instance, full moon, Easter, or
Halloween, and 3) large peak queries for rare or unseen events or breaking
news, e.g., dudley moore (during the day that the famous British actor
died). An essence in their proposed approach is an efficient and effective method for identification of bursts (long or short-term) extracted
from a query sequence, and support of query-by-burst on the database
of time series. This method enables the discovery of semantically similar queries by identifying queries with similar temporal patterns, called
“query-by-burst”.
Parikh and Sundaresan (2008) use a burst detection method for
classifying temporal queries based on the shape and duration of bursts,
which can indicate different causalities caused by external events, such
as, celebrity news, fraud, or an emerging trend. The query streams are
modeled as a mixture of queries using a binomial distribution. A key
feature they proposed is incremental burst detection capable of dealing
with a high volume of query streams, and detect bursts in an incremental and scalable way as a new query arrives. This technique of near
real-time detection of these patterns aid in building applications that
take an immediate action like fraud detection or product merchandising.
To get a deeper understanding of triggering events, the detected
bursts are manually classified based upon their shapes (spanning over
an event period) and duration into four classes by matching shapes of
peaks in the Canadian Rockies mountain including (1) Matterhorns: the
most interesting with sharp narrow spikes referring to products with a
pre-launch hype, e.g., iphone and queries related to sports stars, celebrities and movie launches, e.g., the simpsons, (2) Cuestas: bursty patterns
mostly with broad peaks or dual peaks, e.g., products with an initial
limited release and a follow-up release, or players performing well on
multiple occasions, e.g., lebron james and alex rodriguez, (3) Dogtooths:
various peaks and distribution having some elements of uniformity over
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time, e.g., perfume bottles, longaberger baskets and hanna andersson, and
(4) Hogbacks: steadily increased or evolving over time like a trend, e.g.,
products penetrate the market and their popularity steadily grows after launch, e.g., Treo, T-Mobile products and launch of some toys like
Transformers.
Kulkarni et al. (2011) propose a classification scheme for temporal queries by observing changes to query popularity over time, as well
as changes to other components, i.e., document content and relevance.
Queries with similar patterns could be classified into the same temporal
group. They characterize the distribution of query popularity along four
dimensions: 1) the number of spikes, 2) the shape of spikes, 3) query
periodicity, and 4) an overall trend in popularity. This classification
scheme was iteratively developed using an affinity diagramming technique (Beyer and Holtzblatt, 1998). Kulkarni et al. (2011) categorize 100
queries using a two-phase process by first analyzing all of the query popularity shapes to develop a categorization scheme, and then re-analyzing
all queries to classify them. Table 4.1 summarizes the features used for
categorizing queries based on their popularity changes.
In addition to popularity change features, Kulkarni et al. (2011)
measure result content changes as an indicator that a particular information need evolves, new relevant pages are created, old pages die, and
others are updated. In their work, two types of content change features
were used: (1) query-dependent, i.e., the term frequency (TF) of the
query on page over the studied period, and (2) query-independent, i.e.,
using the Dice coefficient, as a measure of how much the overall page
content changes over time. The Dice coefficient measures the textual
overlap among different document versions, which can be computed as:

Dice(Wi , Wj ) = 2

Wi ∩ Wj
,
|Wi | + |Wj |

(4.2)

where Wi and Wj are sets of words for the document at time i and j,
respectively. This metric is also used by Adar et al. (2009) for measuring
the temporal dynamics of web content. The relationship between the
degree of changes in query popularity and result content change reveals
some interesting insights, which are summarized as follows.
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Table 4.1: Features for measuring changes in query popularity (Kulkarni et al.,
2011).

Feature

Value

Description

Number of
spikes

0, 1 or multiple

A spike occurs when there is a sudden increase followed by a corresponding decrease
in query popularity. This attribute captures the number of times such a change
occurs during the 10 week study period.

Periodicity

yes, no

A consistent repetitive pattern of spikes
during the time-frame of the study is considered a periodicity.

Shape

wedge,
castle

sail,

When a query spikes, the spike can have
one of the following shapes.
(1) Wedge: The popularity rises over time
at the same rate that it later falls off.
(2) Castle: The popularity changes (rises
or drops), and stays at the new level for
a relatively long period of time (roughly a
few weeks or more).
(3) Sail: The query popularity rises somewhat slowly (roughly over a week) and
then dramatically drops off over a short
period of time (roughly 1-2 days) or conversely rises sharply but drops off slowly
after reaching the peak popularity.

Trend

up,
down,
flat, up-down

The query popularity can exhibit an overall
increase or decrease over the duration of
the study. The trend attribute encodes this
property of popularity.
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• High popularity change, Low content change. Some queries exhibited relatively low content change despite spiking significantly in
popularity, e.g., annual events like Easter (hard boiled eggs) or
April 15 US tax day (taxes online).
• High popularity change, High content change. The query mlb displayed more than twice as much change in both the measures,
presumably because the baseball season began during the studied
period, and had a lot of change to associated pages.
• Periodic/aperiodic, High content change. There is a strong significant trend that periodic queries change more in overall content than aperiodic queries. Periodic queries were often related to
popular television shows or sports events associated with highly
dynamic content, whereas aperiodic queries that underwent substantial content change tended to be celebrity queries.
• Up-down popularity. Queries for which the overall popularity was
an up-down trend (april fool, cma awards) were associated with low
content change while those with the overall popularity either rose
(glee, justin bieber) or stayed flat (adam lambert, giada de laurentis)
exhibited higher change in content.
Modeling and Predicting Changes in Query Popularity
We present temporal query modeling methods proposed in previous
works (Radinsky et al., 2012; Shokouhi, 2011), which make use of different time-series analysis techniques (Hamilton, 1994) for capturing
the temporal dynamics of web search behavior. The most basic technique is to recognize the seasonal pattern of temporal queries. Shokouhi
(2011) studies how periodic an observed querying behavior over time
is, and conducts a time-series analysis for determining seasonal queries.
To extract the seasonality component, time series data can be decomposed by different statistical techniques (Cleveland et al., 1990; Holt,
2004), called a time-series decomposition process. Given a time series
Y = {y1 , ..., yN } where N is the total number of observed values, HoltWinters adaptive exponential smoothing (Holt, 2004) can be applied
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to construct the statistical decomposition of time series input, which
can be either the aggregated query volume or the distribution of top-k
retrieved documents over time. The output consists of three main components: level L, trend T and seasonality S. The seasonality component
S is important for estimating the seasonal characteristic (a pattern that
repeats itself with a known periodicity, such as, every week or annually)
of a given time series Y . The final score can be calculated using a similarity metric, i.e., the cosine similarity between the original time series
Y to its derived seasonality component S as follows:

Seasonality(Y, S) =

~S
~
Y
~ k·kS
~k
kY

.

(4.3)

Figure 4.2 depicts an example of time series decomposition for a time
series of search results for the query easter. Amodeo et al. (2011b) use
features derived from the time series decomposition to classify queries
into different temporal classes and also for predicting future events of
importance related to the query topic. However, leveraging a time-series
decomposition technique alone might not be sufficient to model and predict dynamic search behavior. On the other hand, Radinsky et al. (2012)
propose a temporal model that can be used to capture and predict
time-varying user behavior by employing several features from physics
and signal processing including global and local trends, periodicities,
and surprises. A global trend is modeled using a time-series smoothing
technique, namely, the simple Holt-Winters model for producing an exponentially decaying average of all past examples, thus giving higher
weights to more recent events. In this case, the trend represents the
long-term direction of the time series. A local trend, and a periodic or
seasonal component are computed using the time series decomposition
technique presented above.
In addition to the aforementioned temporal querying behavior,
Radinsky et al. (2012) also model a surprise in query streams. The
intuition is that in a real-world setting, a model itself changes over
time caused by external disturbances, which might have a strong effect on the forecast and parameter estimation of the (fitted) model.
In this case, they augmented the standard Holt-Winters model with a
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Figure 4.2: Time series decomposition of top-k search results of the query easter.

surprise measurement. Specifically, a surprise represents an unplanned
event happened when there is a significant error in the residuals of a
temporal model, i.e., by computing the sum of squared errors of prediction (SSE). The score implies how unplanned is the time series at
a given time point. Given a time series Y = {y1 , ..., yN }, its predicted
values Ŷ = {ŷ1 , ..., ŷN } can be estimated using a standard linear simple
regression model. The surprise score is calculated as:
SSE(Y, Ŷ ) =

N
X

(yi − ŷi )2 .

(4.4)

i=1

To this end, the set of derived features consists of aggregate features
of the time series, shape feature of the time series, and other domainspecific features such as the query class. They employ the proposed
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features to train temporal query models and employ machine learning
to infer which of the trained models is most appropriate for prediction
dynamic search behavior. For this purpose, they propose a new learning
algorithm, called dynamics model learner Radinsky et al. (2012), for
learning from multiple objects with historical data.
4.1.2

Determining Temporal Intent from Top-k Results

When no temporal querying behaviors (or query popularities) information is available, determining temporal query intent can be performed
by analyzing top-k retrieved search results.
Learning to Classify Temporal Queries
Jones and Diaz (2007) define temporal profiles as the temporalities
or temporal characteristics of queries, where such information can be
used for classifying a query into predefined classes. Query classification
proposed by Jones and Diaz (2007) comprises three types of queries,
namely, (1) temporally unambiguous taking place at a specific period in
time, (2) temporally ambiguous taking place during one of several possible episodes, and (3) atemporal taking place at any time. Those classes
are identified by temporal patterns of documents retrieved in response
to queries. It is important to note that temporal query classification is
a difficult task as reported in a recent work by Kanhabua et al. (2015),
where most of previous works have encountered similar challenges.
While the temporal profile of a query can be determined by mining
query logs, a long-term history of search logs might not be easily accessible. When issuing an event-related query in a web search engine, a
set of retrieved documents can exhibit a particular characteristic, i.e.,
burstiness, in its temporal distribution. This is due to many documents
are published around the time period of an event underlying a given
query. Leveraging a temporal profile based on top-k search results, e.g.,
by selecting the most descriptive terms from different time periods as
done in (Kanhabua and Nørvåg, 2010a), can provide a better query
representation, or improve a query modeling approach. They introduce
a language modeling approach for capturing the temporal nature of a
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query using a probability distribution P (t|q), where t is the day relevant to the searcher. They assume the top-k retrieved documents Dq
for a given query q as a proxy for the set of relevant documents, and
weight each by the estimated relevance scores obtained from the retrieval model.
P (t|q) =

X

P (q|d)
,
0
d0 ∈Dq P (q|d )

P (t|d) P

d∈Dq

(4.5)

where P (t|q) is the probability of generating a publication date t given
q and Dq is top-k documents retrieved with respect to q. P (t|q) is
defined using relevance language modeling presented by Lavrenko and
Croft (2001), that is, the top-k retrieved documents Dq are considered
and weighed according to the document’s probability of relevance, i.e,
P (q|d). In other words, P (q|d) is a retrieval score of d for a particular
ranking model.
P (t|d) =


0

if PubTime(d) 6= t,

1

if PubTime(d) = t.

(4.6)

The probability distribution might not be available for all dates due
to missing result documents for a specific date. Thus, the overall distribution should be smoothing with an appropriate background probability to handle potential irregularities in the collection distribution
over time. Background smoothing replaces zero probability events with
a very small probability, where we have to assign a very small likelihood
of a topic being discussed on days where we have no explicit evidence.
The final probability Pe (t|q) can be computed as follows:
Pe (t|q) = λP (t|q) + (1 − λ)P (t|C) ,

(4.7)

where λ is a smoothing parameter. More precisely, P (t|C) is the probability of a publication date t in the collection C calculated as:
P (t|C) =

1 X
P (t|d) .
|C| d∈C

(4.8)

Note that, some smoothing methods (e.g., moving average) other
than the one described above can be an alternative as well.
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It has been shown in (Jones and Diaz, 2007) that the temporal
profiles of two queries poaching and deer, which are atemporal, appear
relatively uniform. For temporally unambiguous queries like earthquake
in armenia and matrix, their temporal profiles suggest that the queries
refer to specific points or periods in time. In this context, a query is
only temporally unambiguous with respect to a specific collection. On
the other hand, temporally ambiguous queries, such as, hostage taking
and NBA basketball playoffs, have less distinct temporal profiles than the
temporally unambiguous queries, but nonetheless are distributed quite
differently from the temporal profile of the entire collection.
The next step is to leverage the temporal profiles of queries and
other temporal features (e.g., temporal KL-divergence, autocorrelation,
kurtosis, etc.) derived from analyzing the top-k retrieved documents for
classifying queries into the predefined classes. We present the studied
temporal features proposed in (Jones and Diaz, 2007) as follows.
Temporal KL-divergence measures the difference between temporal
distributions of top-k documents and the collection computed as:
Temporal-KL(Dq ||C) =

X
t∈T

P (t|q) log

P (t|q)
,
P (t|T )

(4.9)

where T is the set of all publication dates in the collection C. P (t|T )
is the probability of a publication date t in the collection. P (t|q) is the
probability of generating a publication date t given q and Dq is top-k
documents retrieved with respect to q. P (t|q) is a retrieval score of d for
a particular ranking model, e.g., relevance language modeling proposed
by Lavrenko and Croft (2001). Thus, the top-k retrieved documents Dq
are ranked according to the document’s probability of relevance P (q|d).
Autocorrelation is the cross correlation of a signal with itself or the
correlation between its own past and future values at different times.
Autocorrelation can be exploited for predicting query popularity because future values depend on current and past values. In addition, it
can be used for identifying repeating patterns, such as, the presence of
a periodic signal obscured by noise, or finding the missing fundamental frequency in a signal implied by its harmonic frequencies (Box and
Jenkins, 1990). When an event contains a strong inter-day dependency,
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the autocorrelation value will be high. Given observed time series values {y1 , ..., yN } and its mean ȳ, autocorrelation is the similarity between
observations as a function of the time lag l between them.
NP
−k

Autocorrelation(Y, l) =

(yi − ȳ)(yi+l − ȳ)

i=1
N
P

.
(yi −

(4.10)

ȳ)2

i=1

Jones and Diaz (2007) consider only the autocorrelation at the onetime unit lag only (l = 1), i.e., shifting the second time series by one
day. This is called the first-order autocorrelation of the first N − 1
observations {y1 , ..., yN −1 } and the next N −1 observations {y2 , ..., yN }.
Kurtosis is a basic statistic method to measure the peakedness or
skewness of a probability distribution, i.e., considering how much of
the probability distribution is contained in the peaks, and how much
in the low-probability regions. Kurtosis is calculated as the average deviations of the time series elements to the forth power divided by the
standard deviation to the forth power. Intuitively, kurtosis can capture
sporadic or spiky events, such as, breaking news, celebrities, and shortspan events. It quantifies how much of the probability distribution is
contained in the peaks, and how much in the low-probability regions.
Kurtosis is a popular statistical measure of ‘peakedness’, which is calculated as the ratio of the fourth moment and variance squared, which
can be calculated as follows:

Kurtosis(Y ) =

µ4
(σ 2 )2
N
P

=N
(

(yi − ȳ)4

i=1
N
P

(4.11)
.

(yi − ȳ)2 )2

i=1

where µ4 is the fourth moment about the mean and σ is the standard
deviation. It has been observed that temporal features alone could not
achieve high accuracy for query classification. A feature based on an
analysis of the top-k retrieved documents, such as, the content clarity
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originally proposed by Cronen-Townsend et al. (2002) can also be employed for improving the performance of temporal query classification.
Determining Relevant Time for Queries
Kanhabua and Nørvåg (2010a) propose three approaches to determining the time of queries when no temporal criteria are provided, so-called
dating queries, which is an analogous task for determining relevant time
associated to a document (see Section 3). The first two approaches to
dating queries use the temporal language models (see Section 3.1.1), and
the last approach uses no language models. The first one performs dating queries using keywords only. The second one takes into account the
fact that in general queries are short, and aims at solving this problem
with a technique inspired by pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF) that uses
the top-k retrieved documents in dating queries. The third one also uses
the top-k retrieved documents by PRF and assumes their creation dates
as temporal profiles of queries. All approaches will return a set of determined time intervals and their weights, which can be used for enhancing
subsequent IR processes, such as, incorporate temporal relevance into
a ranking model in order to improve the retrieval effectiveness.
A basic technique for query dating is based on using keywords only,
and it is described formally in Algorithm 1. The first step is to build temporal language models TLM from the temporal document corpus (line
5), which essentially is the statistics of word usage (raw frequencies)
in all time intervals, which are partitioned with respect to the selected
time granularity g. Creating the temporal language models (basically
aggregating statistics grouped on time periods) is a costly process, and
performed just once as an off-line process and then only the statistics
have to be retrieved at query time.
For each time partition pj in TLM , the similarity score between q
and pj is computed (line 7). The similarity score is calculated using a
normalized log-likelihood ratio (Equation 3.5). Each time partition pj
and its computed score are stored in C, or the set of time intervals and
scores (line 8). After computing the scores for all time partitions, the
contents of C will be sorted by similarity score, and then the top-m time
intervals are selected as the output set A (line 10).
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Algorithm 1 DateQueryKeywords(q, g, m, DN )
1: INPUT: Query q, time granularity g, number of time intervals m, and
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

temporal corpus DN
OUTPUT: Set of time intervals associated to q
A←∅
// Set of time intervals
C←∅
// Set of time intervals and scores
TLM ← BuildTemporalLM(g, DN )
for each {pj ∈ TLM } do
scorepj ← CalSimScore(q, pj ) // Compute similarity score of q and pj
C ← C ∪ {(pj , scorepj )}
// Store pj and its similarity score
end for
A ← C.selectTopMIntervals(m) // Select top-m intervals ranked by scores

11: return A

Finally, the determined time intervals resulting from Algorithm 1
are assigned weights indicating their importance. A simple weighting
method is computed, e.g., by assigning its reverse ranked number to
each time interval.
The second approach to query dating can be performed in a similar
manner, that is, instead of dating the query q directly, they use the topk retrieved documents of the query q for dating a query. The resulting
time of the query is the combination of determined times of each topk document. The last approach is a variant of the dating using top-k
documents described above. The idea is similar in the use of the top-k
retrieved documents of the query q. The resulting time of the query is
the creation date (or timestamps) of each top-k document. In this case,
no temporal language models are used. The results from dating queries
are used for re-ranking documents in favor of the determined time to
improve the overall retrieval effectiveness.
An alternative to determine temporal query intent is to estimate
the temporal part of a query by extracting temporal information
within the document’s content. This includes looking for temporal information within document content. Unlike metadata-based approaches,
e.g., (Jones and Diaz, 2007; Kanhabua and Nørvåg, 2010a), the contentbased approach (Campos et al., 2012a; Kanhabua et al., 2012; Strötgen et al., 2012) implies an increased level of difficulty since it usually
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involves linguistic analysis of texts. The simple identification of year
patterns as done in (Metzler et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010) may not
be enough to determine whether a date is relevant to the query because
of the sparsity of such temporal patterns in query logs.
A key technique to overcome this problem is the extraction of
temporal expressions using a time and event recognition algorithm,
e.g., (Strötgen and Gertz, 2010; Verhagen et al., 2005). The algorithm
extracts temporal expressions mentioned in a document and normalizes them to dates so they can be anchored on a timeline. Nevertheless,
most state-of-the-art methodologies rely on existing temporal annotation tools, considering any occurrence of temporal expressions in web
documents and other web data, as equally relevant to an implicit temporal query. For this reason, recent works have studied how to determine
the relevance of temporal expressions for a given topic (Campos et al.,
2012a; Kanhabua et al., 2012; Strötgen et al., 2012). The task of identifying relevant time can be regarded as a classification problem, i.e., to
determine whether a temporal expression is relevant or irrelevant with
respect to a query or an event. More precisely, the work of Campos
et al. (2012a) can determine time for any type of query, while the work
of Kanhabua et al. (2012) is specifically devoted to real-world events.
Campos et al. (2012a) identify top relevant years for a given query
by analyzing top-k retrieved web snippets. The intuition is that web
snippets are an interesting alternative collection for the representation
of web documents, providing a short summary of the document, where
dates, especially in the form of years, often appear. In particular, they
propose a two-step approach: (1) generic temporal evaluation measure
(GTE) evaluates the temporal similarity between a query and a candidate date, and (2) a classification model (GTE-Class) accurately relates
relevant dates to their corresponding query terms and filter out nonrelevant ones. In this regard, two different solutions were presented: a
threshold-based classification strategy and a supervised classifier based
on a combination of multiple similarity measures. Furthermore, Campos
et al. (2014a) introduce a search interface that displays document results in a timeline, clustered using temporal expressions extracted from
their corresponding snippets.
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Kanhabua et al. (2012) employ a machine learning method for learning the relevance of temporal expressions using three classes of features: sentence-based, document-based and corpus-specific features. We
review their approach in more detail as follows. Given a temporal expression the values of features are determined from the sentence si conˆ The
taining te , where si is extracted from an annotated document d.
intuition is to determine the relevance of temporal expressions by considering the degree of relevance of their corresponding sentences with
respect to a given event. For example, a sentence that is too long or too
short is likely to be less relevant, and a sentence containing too many
of place names or locations (e.g., cities, provinces and states) is possibly irrelevant or less specific to an event. The granularity type of time
mentioned in a sentence can also indicate the relevance to a particular
event, e.g., a time point should be more relevant than a time period
because it is more precise/accurate. The features that can be extracted
from the document level aimed at capturing the ambiguity of a document mentioning about a given event. These features can be computed
off-line because they are independent from an event of interest.
Finally, non-relevant temporal information can be filtered out using
some heuristics determined with respect to a particular document collection, denoted corpus-specific. In a domain-specific application like early
detection of real-world outbreak events (Kanhabua and Nejdl, 2013),
temporal expressions mentioned in question or negative sentences as
well as those related to commercial or vaccinate campaigns can be ignored or regarded as non-relevant since they are not useful for the task.
For that purpose, a list of negative keywords corresponding to irrelevant
aspects is manually built and considered as a feature for classifying a
given temporal expression. In addition, temporal expressions are not
related to a given event if they refer to a past event, i.e., not referring
to the current event of interest. Thus, they consider any term related
to historical data (e.g., “statistic”, “annually”, “past year”) to be nonrelevant to the query. For more detailed information about the proposed
feature, please refer to the original work by Kanhabua et al. (2012).
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Dynamic Query Subtopics

The dynamic of query subtopics and its impact on search has been
studied in some recent works (Nguyen and Kanhabua, 2014; Whiting
et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2013). In order to illustrate the dynamics of
query subtopics, we provide an example of the query ncaa. By analyzing
query logs, we can observe on the early stage some queries related to
the pre-event aspects of the event, e.g., 2006 ncaa tournament bracket,
and march madness schedule. Over time, we speculate change in query
popularity of a new subtopic like ncaa women’s basketball tournament
bracket, which reflects an ongoing event. Finally, the subtopics with
underlying post-event aspects, such as, ncaa basketball results and ncaa
final four for late-event are anticipated in the later stage of the event.
Whiting et al. (2013) point out that event-driven topics contain
highly variable subtopics, which make it difficult to determine the underlying temporal search intent. They propose an approach to identify
all possible query subtopics from structured data represented by the section hierarchy of Wikipedia articles. They further investigate whether
temporal changes in a section’s content reflect the temporal query popularity (as also seen in query logs).
Zhou et al. (2013) study the effects of temporal subtopics on the
evaluation of search result diversification. They argue that current diversity evaluation measures take the popularity of the subtopics into
account and aim to favor systems that promote most popular subtopics
earliest in the result ranking and subtopic popularity is assumed to be
static over time. In fact, the temporal subtopic dynamics impact the traditional diversity metrics, especially for topically ambiguous temporal
queries. In order that, this temporal characteristic should be considered
when evaluating diversity. Additionally, they conduct a small study on
the Wikipedia disambiguation pages to analyze changes in a subtopic
popularity by analyzing the number of page views over time.
Nguyen and Kanhabua (2014) mine dynamic subtopics from two
sources (query logs and a document collection). Then, they leverage the
subtopics for time-aware search result diversification aimed at returning
a diverse list of documents dynamically. Next, we describe their work,
which is the current state-of-the-art on this topic in more detail.
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Nguyen and Kanhabua (2014) make use of a set of queries Q, a set of
URLs D and click-through information S. Each query q ∈ Q is made
up of query terms issued at hitting time qt and associated with a set of
subtopics C. A clicked URL uq ∈ D refers to a web document returned
as an answer for a given query q, which has been clicked by the user.
The click-through information composes of a query q, a clicked URL uq ,
the position on result page, and its timestamps.
A bipartite graph is constructed using the history information with
regard to different time points. Each subtopic is assigned a temporal
weight that reflects the probability of the relevance of a subtopic at
particular time, i.e., a weighted directed bipartite graph G = (Q∪D, E),
where edges E represent the click-through information from a set of
queries Q to a set of URLs D. Edges are weighted using click frequency
- inverse query frequency (CF-IQF) model (Deng et al., 2009). CF-IQF
compensates for common clicks on less frequent but distinguished URLs
over common clicks on frequent URLs. Random walk with restart on the
click-through graph provides a set of related queries, which are further
processed by a clustering technique in order to remove duplicates.
To achieve finer-grained query subtopics at hitting time qt , the acquired queries are clustered in a similar manner as performed in (Song
et al., 2011). The steps are as follows: (1) construct a query similarity
matrix (using lexical, click-based and semantic similarity), (2) cluster
related queries using affinity propagation (AP), and (3) use the centroid
of a cluster as a subtopic.
For a given temporal query q, the weight of subtopic ĉ, which is
a representative of the cluster C, can be calculated as the proportion
between the sum of relatedness scores of all queries in C, and that of
all queries from all subtopic clusters.
P

w(ĉ) =

relatedness(c, q)

c∈C
k P
P
i=1 c∈Ci

,
relatedness(c, q)

(4.12)
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Table 4.2: Top-10 dynamic query subtopics ordered by weights for the query ncaa.
March 14
subtopic c
march
madness
schedule
ncaa
basketball
tournament
nfl draft
selection sunday
oakland raiders
2006 ncaa tournament bracket
brad hopkins released nfl
roger clemens
ncaa division ii
college basketball

March 31
w(c)
subtopic c
0.0132
oakland raiders
ncaaw
0.0117
tito francona
ncaa brackets
0.0068
ncaa division ii
0.0048
andy goram
0.0037
lakers
0.0032
ncaa women’s basketball tournament
0.0026
bracket
ncaa
basketball
0.0023
brackets
0.0021
nit brackets
0.0014

w(c)
0.0100
0.0090
0.0042
0.0031
0.0029
0.0024
0.0024
0.0024

0.0021
0.0021

April 07
subtopic c
ncaa women’s basketball tournament
ncaa
basketball
tournament
cbs sports line
ncaaw
ncaa final four
ncaa wrestling
march
madness
bracket
ncaa basketball results
andy goram
ncaa division ii

w(c)
0.0122
0.0053
0.0049
0.0033
0.0031
0.0029
0.0028
0.0019
0.0009
0.0009

where relatedness(c,q) is measured as a RWR score of c with respect
to q. The parameter k is the number of clusters determined by AP
clustering algorithm.
Table 4.2 shows the temporal subtopics of the query ncaa mined from
the AOL query log at three different hitting times. Subtopics retrieved
on March 14, 2006 reflect pre-event aspects, such as, march madness,
whereas the subtopic ncaa women’s basketball tournament bracket appears in the top-ranked list of March 31 since it refers to an ongoing
event began around March 18. Interestingly, various aspects are postevent or refer to the later stage of the tournament have emerged on
April 7, namely, ncaa basketball results and ncaa final four.
4.2.2

Mining Subtopics from a Document Collection

An alternative method is mining dynamic subtopics from a temporal
document collection. Nguyen and Kanhabua (2014) make use of Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003), an unsupervised method
to model latent query subtopics from a set of relevant documents D at
a particular time period. Each subtopic c ∈ C is modeled as multinomial distribution of words, a document d ∈ D composes of a mixture
of topics. There are several reasons for choosing LDA for mining latent
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subtopics. The first advantage of using LDA on a query-based set of
documents is that subtopic directly mined from the collection have less
noise, better quality and reflect the intrinsic aspects underlying a target collection. The second reason is that LDA is a probabilistic-based
model, and its output can directly be incorporated into probabilistic
subtopic modeling, as followed the approach proposed by (Carterette
and Chandar, 2009).
Deciding the optimum number of subtopics is an important issue and
the number is subject to change at different time periods, which reflects
multiple, dynamic aspects associated to a query. LDA allows to model
the topic distribution of a given document collection, but the number of
topics is a fixed parameter. However the number of aspects underlying
a given query is often not known in advance. There have been several
works (Cao et al., 2009; Arun et al., 2010) on finding the optimal number
of topics for LDA. Nguyen and Kanhabua (2014) follow the approach
that proposed by Arun et al. (2010) to identify the number of latent
subtopics that are naturally present in each partition. They view LDA
as a matrix factorization mechanism. Given a document collection C,
it is split into two matrix factors M 1 and M 2 as given by Cd×w =
M 1d×t × M 2t×w , where d is the number of documents present in the
corpus and w is the size of the vocabulary. The quality of splits depends
on k, i.e., the right number of topics chosen. The measure is computed
in terms of symmetric KL-Divergence of salient distributions that are
derived from these matrix factors. They observed that a non-optimal
number of topics produces a high divergence value.
Divergence(M 1, M 2) = KL(CM 1 |CM 2 ) + KL(CM 2 |CM 1 ),

(4.13)

where CM 1 is the distribution of singular values of topic-word matrix
M1. CM 2 is the distribution obtained by normalizing the vector L · M 2,
where L is 1 × D vector of lengths of each document in the corpus and
M 2 is the document-topic matrix. A non-optimum number of subtopics
produces high divergence between the salient distributions derived from
two matrix factors, i.e., topic-word and document-topic. The number of
topics is set in a pre-defined value range from γ to δ, and the optimal
number of topic has the minimum KL-divergence value.
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Table 4.3: Subtopics associated to the query apple using LDA-based subtopic mining
from TREC Blog08.
iphone
word w
P (w|c)
iphone
0.652
software
0.276
developers
0.220
app
0.212
nda
0.192
store
0.143
application 0.120

macbook
word w P (w|c)
macbook 0.999
apple
0.511
pro
0.404
nvidia
0.280
graphics
0.252
air
0.137
ghz
0.127

fruit
word w P (w|c)
apple
0.397
tree
0.192
trees
0.118
fruit
0.110
garden
0.092
varieties 0.056
growing
0.045

pie
word w P (w|c)
apple
0.480
pie
0.220
butter
0.185
recipe
0.181
sugar
0.134
juice
0.125
cup
0.116

The weight of subtopic c can be estimated at every hitting time. The
weight w(c) reflects the probability that a given query q implies c. The
probability that q belongs to c, P (c|q), is determined as the popularity
of the subtopic in the studied time slice of the document collection.
It is calculated as the proportion between the total probabilities of all
documents belongs to a subtopic, and the number of documents in the
time slice.
P

P (c|q) =

P (c|d)

d∈Dt

,
(4.14)
|Dt |
where P (c|d) is calculated from the Dirichlet prior topic distribution of
LDA as follow.
P (ci |dj ) ∝ P (dj |ci )P (ci ) =

Y

P (w|ci ) P (ci ),

(4.15)

where P (w|cj ) and p(cj ) can be determined using Gibbs sampling proposed by Griffiths and Steyvers (2004). The example output of subtopics
mining using LDA for the query apple is illustrated in Table 4.3. There
are four of the retrieved subtopics presented, namely, iphone, macbook,
fruit and pie. Each subtopic is represented by the list of words ranked
by its probability of belonging to the subtopic.

4.3

Time-aware Query Enhancement

Query enhancement refers to IR techniques for improving the overall
retrieval effectiveness or increasing a positive user experience. Basic
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methods for query enhancement techniques are, for example, pseudorelevance feedback, query expansion, and query reformulation (BaezaYates and Ribeiro-Neto, 2011; Croft et al., 2009; Manning et al., 2008).
In this section, we review current query enhancement studies in the temporal information retrieval paradigm, which include temporal relevance
feedback, temporal query performance prediction, as well as time-aware
query reformulation.
Temporal Relevance Feedback
Retrieval effectiveness can be increased by employing pseudo-relevance
feedback (PRF), which can be done in two steps. First, the initial search
is performed for a given query, where a set of top-k retrieved documents
are assumed to be relevant. Second, terms are extracted from those topk documents and the query is automatically expanded with extracted
terms for performing a second search that delivers the final results.
When taking the time dimension into account, PRF is known as timebased pseudo-relevance feedback (Amodeo et al., 2011a; Dakka et al.,
2012; Keikha et al., 2011a,b; Peetz et al., 2014).
Keikha et al. (2011a,b) propose a time-based query expansion technique that selects terms for expansion from different times. Then, the
technique was used for retrieving and ranking blogs, which also captures
the dynamics of the topic both in aspects and vocabulary usage over
time. Amodeo et al. (2011a) select top-ranked documents in the highest
peaks as pseudo-relevant, while documents outside peaks are considered
to be non-relevant. They use Rocchio’s algorithm for relevance feedback
based on the top-10 documents.
Dakka et al. (2012) incorporate temporal distributions in different language modeling frameworks. While they do not actually detect
events, they perform several standard normalizations to the temporal
distributions, i.e., using global temporal distributions as a prior. Peetz
et al. (2014) consider temporal bursts extracted from top-k search results for improving query modeling. Particularly, they assume that documents occurring within bursts more likely to be relevant than those
outside of bursts, namely, documents within bursts contribute more
useful terms for query modeling than documents selected for relevance
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models. They identify temporal bursts in ranked lists of initially retrieved documents for a given query and model the generative probability of a document given a burst. They propose various discrete and
continuous models and sampled terms from the documents in the burst
and update the query model. The effectiveness of their query modeling
approaches is assessed using several test collections 2 based on news
articles (TREC-2, 7, and 8) and a test collection based on blog posts
(TREC Blog track, 2006-2008), both for time-aware queries and for
arbitrary queries. For query sets that consist of both temporal and nontemporal queries, the proposed temporal burst query modeling is able
to find the balance between performing query modeling or not: only if
there are bursts and only if some of the top ranked documents are in
the burst, the query is remodeled based on the bursts.
In the context of real-time search, Efron et al. (2014) present the
temporal cluster hypothesis for tweet search. In their study, they retrieve initial search results using a baseline retrieval model, and determine the temporal density of relevant documents for re-ranking search
results. Through experiments on TREC datasets, temporal feedback
based on the temporal density function using kernel density estimation improves search effectiveness over lexical (i.e., content-based) approaches. Moreover, they also point out a direction where a further
investigation can be done, namely, documents with similar “temporal
profiles” are likely to relevant to the same information need; thus providing temporal signals for more effective ranking.
Temporal Query Performance Prediction
Automatically applying a query enhancement technique can lead to
query drift and possibly lower retrieval effectiveness. For that reason, a
search system should be able to make a decision whether a particular enhancement technique can be taken to improve the overall performance,
or choose between alternative query enhancement techniques, such as,
query expansion and query suggestion. An automatic method for such
decision-making is called query performance prediction, i.e., predicting
2

http://trec.nist.gov
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the retrieval effectiveness that temporal queries will achieve with respect
to a particular ranking model in advance of, or during the retrieval stage
in order that particular actions can be taken to improve the overall performance (Hauff et al., 2010; Carmel and Yom-Tov, 2010).
Different approaches to predicting query performance can be categorized according to two aspects Hauff et al. (2008): 1) time of predicting (pre/post-retrieval) and 2) an objective of task (difficulty, query
rank, effectiveness). Pre-retrieval based approaches predict query performance independently from a ranking method and the ranked list of
results. Typically, pre-retrieval based methods are preferred to postretrieval based methods because they are based solely on query terms,
the collection statistics and possibly external sources, e.g., WordNet
or Wikipedia. On the contrary, post-retrieval based approaches are dependent on the ranked list of results. Pre-retrieval predictors can be
classified into four different categories based on the predictor taxonomy
defined by Hauff et al. Hauff et al. (2009): 1) specificity, 2) ambiguity,
3) ranking sensitivity, and 4) term relatedness.
Formally, the task of temporal query performance prediction can
be defined as follows. Let q be a temporal query, D be a document
collection, T be a set of all temporal expressions in D. ND is the total
number of documents in D and NT is the number of all distinct temporal
expressions in T . Temporal query performance prediction is aimed at
predicting the retrieval effectiveness for q. Because q is strongly timedependent, both the statistics of the document collection D and the set
of temporal expressions T must be taken into account. Temporal query
performance prediction is defined as f (q, D, T ) → [0, 1], where f is a
prediction function (so-called a predictor) giving a predicted score that
can indicate the effectiveness of q. Ultimately, it is aimed at finding f
that can best predict the effectiveness of q, i.e., predicted scores are
highly correlated with actual effectiveness scores.
In general, f can be learned using simple linear regression, which
models the relationship between the effectiveness y with a single predictor variable p. Given N queries, simple linear regression fits a straight
line through the set of N points of effectiveness scores versus predicted
scores. So that, the sum of squared residuals of the model (or vertical
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distances between the points of the data set and the fitted line) is as
small as possible.
Jones and Diaz (2007) employ temporal features extracted from topk retrieved documents to predict the mean average precision of a query.
The experimental results showed that adding temporal features to a
regression increases the predictive performance. Similarly, Kanhabua
and Nørvåg (2011) propose different time-based predictors and combine
the proposed predictors for improving the predictive performance using
linear regression and neural networks. In their work, the studied features
for predicting query performance belong to the pre-retrieval class, which
can be determined independently from a ranking method as opposed to
post-retrieval predictors.
In line with the previous work on time-aware query performance
prediction, Tran et al. (2015) investigate novel features for prediction
that explicitly take the temporal dimension into account, e.g., temporal document frequency, temporal scope and temporal similarity. Their
proposed method is different from the previously mentioned approaches
focusing on precision metrics, while they consider the performances of
queries in terms of recall, which have been recently remarked and considered in different information retrieval scenarios (Cormack and Grossman, 2014; Li et al., 2014).
Time-aware Query Reformulation
When searching a temporal document collection, search results can be
affected by terminology evolution (Tahmasebi et al., 2008). Precisely,
the evolution includes the changes of words related to their definitions,
semantics, and names (people, location, etc.). This problem can be regarded as query expansion and query reformation for temporal queries.
It is important to note that language changing is a continuous process
that can be observable also in a short term period.
The variation in languages causes two problems in text retrieval;
1) spelling variation or a difference in spelling between the modern
and historic language, and 2) semantics variation or terminology evolution over time (new words are introduced, others disappears, or the
meaning of words changes). In order to search historic texts using con-
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temporary language, a common approach is to use query expansion
employing name variant lists mapping current to historic terms. These
lists can either be generated manually (Rayson et al., 2005) or automatically. Manual approaches are very labor-intensive, and are in general
most useful for languages where institutions have defining spelling standards (as has been the case in, e.g., Spain and France), since that will
limit the number of name variants to be found. For languages which
only in modern times have had standardized spelling (e.g., German and
English) automatic approaches are preferred.
Ernst-Gerlach and Fuhr (2006, 2007) developed an approach for
semi-automatically generating search term variants for text collections
with historic spellings. Generation of the name variants is performed
using a set of transformation rules. The starting point for creating the
rules is a training sample of historic texts. A spell checker for contemporary German is used to detect terms that were spelled different from
today, and a mapping from old to contemporary variant is created manually. Finally, transformation rules are created based on these mappings.
A simple example is a mapping (unnütz, unnuts) that can contribute
to a rule ü → u. While still having a significant manual part, new texts
added to a collection will require less manual work since many of the
terms not already known can be handled automatically based on the
existing rules. The approach has only been applied on German texts
so the accuracy when employed on other languages is unknown. Also,
the approach is not able to detect homographs (ancient spelling that
matches a different contemporary word).
The approach of Ernst-Gerlach and Fuhr is well designed to handle terms that changes gradually over time. However, some terms can
change their spelling completely and independent of any rules that can
be created. This change can often be seen for city names (e.g., Leningrad
and Saint Petersburg) and company names, and words being borrowed
from other languages. Two approaches for determining mappings of such
terms are the use of co-occurrence statistics and using information implicitly stored in knowledge bases.
The study of semantic changes over time has been addressed extensively in previous works. Berberich et al. (2009) propose a method based
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on a hidden Markov model for reformulating a query into terminology
prevalent in the past. More precisely, they exploit co-occurrence statistics in order to determine across-time semantic similarity. For example,
the fact that the terms portable, music, earphones appear frequently together with Walkman in 1990 and with iPod in 2005 gives them high
across-time semantic similarity, so that if a query contains iPod or Walkman it should be expanded with the other term. Kaluarachchi et al.
(2010a,b) study the problem of concepts (or entities) whose names can
change over time. They propose to discover concepts that evolve over
time using association rule mining, and used the discovered concepts
to translate time-sensitive queries and answered appropriately. de Boer
et al. (2010) present a method for automatically extracting event time
periods related to concepts from web documents. In their approach,
event time periods are extracted from different documents using regular expressions, such as, numerical notations for years.
Name variant lists can be generated from information implicitly
stored in knowledge bases. For example, Bøhn and Nørvåg (2010)
present a three-step approach that uses contents and links in Wikipedia.
In a first step they extract named entities. Second, they use internal
links redirects and disambiguation pages to find candidates for name
variants. Finally, a filtering step removes those candidates considered
“noise”.
While name variant lists are useful for time-focused search and ranking purposes it is also desired that name variants should have attached
temporal intervals, representing the time period that name variant was
valid. An approach for generating time-dependent name variant lists
automatically was first developed in (Kanhabua and Nørvåg, 2010b,c).
Their approach takes advantage of the availability of the complete
Wikipedia history and the possibility to create snapshots of Wikipedia
as it was at a certain point in time. In the first step, they create all
snapshots for a certain granularity, for example each month. Second,
for all snapshots they create name variant lists using a variant of the
one presented in (Bøhn and Nørvåg, 2010). Then, the time period for
each name variant is determined based on the Wikipedia snapshots
where the name variant existed. However, the time periods of entity-
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synonym relationships do not always have the desired accuracy. The
main reason for this is that the Wikipedia history has a relatively short
time span. As a consequence, Kanhabua and Nørvåg (2010b) improve
the accuracy of the initial time periods by performing burst detection
on a temporal document collection covering a longer time period, such
as, the New York Times Annotated Corpus. The detected burst periods
are used to represent periods that the name variants are in use over
time. The described approach and also be used to distinguish between
time-dependent and time-independent name variants (i.e., whether the
association changes over time or not).
The main limitation of the approach by Kanhabua and Nørvåg
(2010b) is that an external knowledge source like Wikipedia does not
cover all entities and are not able to capture ephemeral names or jargon used in everyday language or social media. Tahmasebi et al. (2012)
propose to automatically detect terminology evolution within large, historic document collections by using clustering techniques and analyzing co-occurrence graph. This work was later extended with a filtering
method that makes use of semantic web resources in order to better
handle more informal texts like blogs, which typically are closer to spoken language (Holzmann et al., 2013). A different approach for searching historical texts using contemporary language, is to consider it as a
variant of cross-language retrieval. Efron (2013) approaches this task
by proposing several techniques, the best-performing one is a feed-back
technique that combines several types of evidence, like a bilingual dictionary containing a list of mapping from archaic to modern English
words. It is uncertain, however, to what extent the approach can be
applied to highly inflected languages.
There are more recent works on temporal analytics of words. For
example, Jatowt and Tanaka (2012) study the evolution of English language vocabulary over the last two centuries to help with understanding
its impact on readability and retrieval of historical documents. Radinsky
et al. (2011) leverage a news archive for computing the semantic relatedness of words, and they propose a new method based on time-series
analysis, so-called Temporal Semantic Analysis (TSA), which explicitly
models temporal information in order to measure semantic relatedness.
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Summary

We have presented a taxonomy of time-sensitive queries and illustrate
some examples for different types. We provided a systematic review of
previous works on temporal query analysis and outline their underlying methodologies in detail. The problems and tasks addressed in the
previous works are varied, e.g., query intent understanding, detection,
classification or prediction. Determining user search intent is an important task for providing a better search experience, i.e., the system
should understand latent search intent.
Existing methods for predicting user search intent relied heavily
on analyzing the historical query logs. However, a limitation of using
query logs is the sparsity of data. Thus, another direction is to conduct time-series analysis on document collections in order to overcome
the shortage of using query logs only. We classify state-of-the-art on
determining temporal query intent into two main categorizes based on
the data sources used, namely, 1) mining temporal patterns in query
streams, and 2) determining temporal intent from top-k search results.
In some special cases, a temporal query contains dynamic subtopics,
so-called temporally ambiguous. For instance, the query US Open is
more likely to be targeting the tennis open in September and the golf
tournament in June. More precisely, users’ search intent can be identified by the popularity of a subtopic with respect to the time where
the query is issued. We give an overview of recent works on analyzing
the temporal variability of query subtopics by applying subtopic mining techniques at different time periods. The analysis results reveal that
the popularity of query aspects changes over time, which is possibly the
influence of a real-world event.
Understanding the temporal search intent behind a user’s query is
the first step before applying query enhancement techniques and selecting a suitable time-aware retrieval and ranking model. Query enhancement refers to IR techniques aimed at improving the overall retrieval
effectiveness or increasing search user experiences. To this end, we have
presented enhancement techniques including temporal relevance feedback, time-aware query performance prediction, as well as time-aware
query reformulation.

5
Time-aware Retrieval and Ranking

The search results over a temporal collection might contain a large
amount of irrelevant information. In order to support a temporal search,
a basic solution is to extend keyword search with the creation or published date of documents (Berberich et al., 2007; Nørvåg, 2004). In that
way, search results are restricted to documents from a particular time
period given by a time constraint, ranked by textual relevance and displayed in chronological order with recently created documents ranked
higher than older documents. Nevertheless, chronological ordering is not
always effective because a user must spend a non negligible amount of
time exploring retrieved results in order to find those satisfying her information need. In order to increase the retrieval effectiveness, the time
dimension should be explicitly incorporated into retrieval and ranking models, so-called time-aware retrieval and ranking. More precisely,
documents must be ranked according to both textual and temporal similarity with respect to given temporal information needs.
Existing works on time-aware ranking can be classified into different types based on two main notions of relevance with respect to time:
1) recency-based ranking, and 2) time-dependent ranking. Recencybased ranking methods promote documents that are recently created or
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updated. The preference of freshness is quite common in a general web
search, where a user looks for recent information, e.g., about breaking
news. On the other hand, time-dependent ranking methods takes into
account the relevant time periods underlying a given temporal query,
which can be determined using the temporal query analysis methods
presented in Section 4. This type of ranking explicitly adjusts the score
of a document with respect to the time of queries, for example, by assuming that documents with creation dates close to the query’s time
are more relevant and thus must be ranked higher.
In addition to the aforementioned classification of time-aware methods, we also outline existing works that explicitly model entities and
events into retrieval and ranking processes. Note that, entity and eventbased retrieval returns events instead of documents, whereas time-aware
ranking methods use a very simple notion of events.

5.1

Recency-based Ranking

Li and Croft (2003) propose to incorporate time criteria into a language modeling framework (Lavrenko and Croft, 2001; Ponte and Croft,
1998). In the aforementioned language modeling approaches for ranking,
it is assumed uniform document prior probabilities, but in the temporal language model, they assign prior probabilities with an exponential
function of the created date of a document where a document with a
more recent creation date obtains high probability. In order to evaluate
their proposed method, they manually select 36 recency queries (see
Appendix A for the description of recency queries) from topics 301-400
over TREC-7,8. In this work, they did not explicitly use the contents
of documents, but only date metadata.
In the following, we outline language model approaches that incorporate a temporal document prior. Li and Croft (2003) propose to replace
p(d) in Equation 3.2 with some probability dependent on document’s
publication date, i.e., p(d|td ). This gives us the time-based language
models:
λ·

p(d|td ) = DecayRate

|tC −td |
µ

,

(5.1)
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where DecayRate and λ are constants; 0 < DecayRate < 1 and λ > 0.
µ is a unit of time distance. tC is the most recent date (in months) in
the whole collection, td = PubTime(d). On the other hand, Peetz and
de Rijke (2013) consider different temporal document priors inspired
by retention functions (Meeter et al., 2005) considered in cognitive psychology that are used to model different forgetting functions. They conducted the experiments using 20 recency queries from topics 101-200
of TREC-2, 16 recency queries from topics 301-350 of TREC-6, and 24
recency queries from topics 351-450 of TREC-7,8. Their results show
that the Weibull distribution-based function outperforms other decay
functions. The Weibull function can be computed as:
fextended Weibull (d, q, g) = b + (1 − b)µe−

aδg(d,q)s
s

,

(5.2)

where a and d indicate how long the item is being remembered: a indicates the overall volume of what can potentially be remembered, s
determines the steepness of the forgetting function; µ determines the
likelihood of initially storing an item, and b denotes an asymptotic parameter. Note that, we use the notation s to represent the steepness
parameter, whereas d is used in (Peetz and de Rijke, 2013). This retention function is used to compute a temporal document prior p(d|td ),
which will be integrated into a retrieval model. The recommended values of parameters (optimized for TREC-6) are: a = 0.009, s = 0.7,
b = 0.1, and µ = 0.7.
There are previous works that improve link-based web authority methods by incorporating freshness information. Previous works
on time-aware ranking that exploits link structures are introduced
in (Berberich et al., 2005; Corso et al., 2005; Dai and Davison, 2010a;
Yu et al., 2004). Yu et al. (2004) point out that traditional link-based
algorithms (i.e., PageRank and HITS) simply ignore the temporal dimension in ranking. They modify the PageRank algorithm by taking
into account the date of a citation in order to improve the quality of
publication search. A publication obtains a ranking score by accumulating the weights of its citations, where each citation receives a weight
exponentially decreased by its age. Corso et al. (2005) propose a ranking
algorithm of news stream, finding the most authoritative news sources
and identifying the most interesting events in the different categories.
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Based on the fact that a news article can be aggregated to the news
article previously posted, a virtual linking relationship between pieces
of news and news sources can be analyzed from the news posting process or the natural aggregation by topics between different new stories.
They assume the importance of new article changes over time based
on its freshness. For this purpose, they represent news creation as an
undirected graph where nodes are news articles and their news source
using two kinds of edge: 1) connecting news sources and articles, 2) connecting similar pieces of news after a clustering process. The ranking
scheme depends on two parameters, p is the decay rate of freshness of
news article, and b is the amount of a source’s rank we want to transfer
to each posted piece of news. By studying sensitivity of the ranks obtained by varying two parameters, it shows that the algorithm is robust
as the correlation between ranks remains high with respect to content
changes.
Berberich et al. (2005) also extend PageRank to rank documents
with respect to freshness. The difference is that this work defines freshness as a linear function that will give a maximum score when the date
of document or link occur within the user specified period and decrease
a score linearly if it occurs outside the interval. In more recent work,
Dai and Davison (2010a) study the dynamics of web documents and
links that can affect relevance ranking, and proposed a link-based ranking method incorporating the freshness of web documents. Intuitively,
features used for ranking are captured by considering two temporal aspects: 1) how fresh the page content is, referred to as page freshness,
and 2) how much other pages care about the target page, referred as
in-link freshness.
Another recency-based method quantifies the freshness of documents by analyzing temporal content dynamics and incorporates freshness into ranking. Jatowt et al. (2005) present an approach to rank a
document by its freshness and relevance. The method analyzes content
that has changed between a current version and archived versions, assigning a similarity score of changes to a query topic. It is assumed that
a document is likely to have fresh contents if it is frequently changed
and on-topic. Thus, documents are ranked with respect to the relevance
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of changed contents to the topic, the size of changes and the time difference between consecutive changes. In other words, a document is ranked
high if it is modified significantly and recently. Aji et al. (2010) introduce a new term weighting model that uses the revision history analysis
(RHA) of a document to redefine a term’s importance, assuming that a
term should be as relevant as the number of times it occurs in the different versions of a document gets higher. They include a decay factor
so that the terms in older versions of the document get a higher value.
RHA is then incorporated into BM25 and statistical language models
and documents get ranked based on the importance of the terms in the
past. Elsas and Dumais (2010) study the relation between temporal dynamics of document’s contents and relevance ranking. They proposed
a language model that takes into account the changing document content. In the language model, terms are weighted differently based on
their temporal characteristic. They also propose a query independent
document prior that favors dynamic documents. The two proposed systems give a significant improvement on the navigational queries, which
are considered dynamic content-prone.
There are several previous works employing feature-based methods
and machine learning (Dai et al., 2011; Dong et al., 2010a,b; Whiting
and Jose, 2014; Shokouhi and Radinsky, 2012). Dong et al. (2010a) propose a system that automatically detect and classify recency-sensitive
queries like queries about breaking news stories. Recency-sensitive
queries detection used three types of recency features: timestamp features, linktime features (extracted from link-based page discovery log
that provides page freshness evidence) and WebBuzz features (detect
recency URLs). The training data is then used to learn a ranking function by combining multiple temporal features. On the contrary, Dai
et al. (2011) propose a framework where each query is run against a set
of rankers. Consequently, weights vary based on the temporal profile of
a query, thus minimizing the risk of poor performance when queries are
misclassified in terms of recency intent.
Dong et al. (2010b) leverage features from micro-blog data, i.e.,
Twitter for the task of real-time recency ranking. The features are
categorized into three different types: textual features, social network
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features (Twitter users network graph as adjacency matrix) and other
features (based on the interaction between users and tweets). Styskin
et al. (2011) propose to solve the recency ranking problem by using
result diversification principles to deal with the queries which the need
level of recent content is uncertain. They also propose a query classification model for recency sensitive queries. The model quantifies the
recency need level of a particular query.
While most of previous works on recency ranking focus on real-world
events or news queries, which typically exhibit bursts in the volume of
published documents or submitted queries. Cheng et al. (2013), on the
other hand, study the role of time in queries such as “credit card overdraft fees” that have no major spikes in either document or query volumes over time, yet they still favor more recently published documents
(so-called timely queries). They show that the change in the terms distribution of results of timely queries over time is strongly correlated
with the users’ perception of time sensitivity. Moreover, they propose
a method to incorporate document freshness into a ranking model.
Through experimentation, the proposed ranking model improves the
retrieval effectiveness compared to other time-sensitive and non timesensitive ranking algorithms for timely queries.
In addition to a document retrieval task, recency-based ranking also
gains interest in query enhancement techniques, such as, time-aware
query auto-completion.
Query auto-completion (QAC) is the task of suggesting queries
based on the prior is the first part of the query as user types in. Recent
works presented in (Shokouhi and Radinsky, 2012; Whiting and Jose,
2014) exploit the need of a time-sensitive query auto-completion that
suggests query based on recency. One example is when user types in “k”
in the search engine in September 2013. A time-aware query completion
should take into account a recent peak in query volume for Kenya and
rank it higher than a more common query like Kim Kardashian. Shokouhi and Radinsky (2012) propose to rank the query candidates based
on their predicted popularity using a time-series technique, while Whiting and Jose (2014) tackle a similar problem using a machine-learning
approach and their propose recency features.
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In the following, we summarize recency-based features from recent
works on query auto-completion.
Most popular completion is the most intuitive approach in
QAC (Bar-Yossef and Kraus, 2011). The model can be regarded as an
approximate Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE), that ranks the
suggestions based on past query popularity. Let P (q) be the probability
that the query q will be issued byu a user. Given a prefix x, the query
candidates that share the prefix Qc , the most likely suggestion q ∈ Qc
is calculated as: MLE(x) = argmaxq∈Qc P (q)
Recent MLE is proposed by Whiting and Jose (2014); Shokouhi
and Radinsky (2012) does not take into account the whole past query
log information like the original MLE, but uses only recent days, i.e.,
applying a sliding window. The popularity of query q in the last n days
are aggregated to compute P (q).
Last N query distribution considers the last N queries given a prefix
x and time t. This approach was presented in (Whiting and Jose, 2014;
Shokouhi and Radinsky, 2012) and it complements the weakness of
recent MLE in a time-aware context while having to determine the size
of the sliding window for prefixes with different popularities. In this
approach, only the last N queries are used for ranking, of which N is
the tuning parameter between relevant and recency.
Predicted next N query distribution employs the past query popularity as a prior for predicting query popularity at hitting time. The prediction is then applied for QAC as done in two previous works (Whiting
and Jose, 2014; Shokouhi and Radinsky, 2012).

5.2

Time-dependent Ranking

This section provides an overview of time-dependent ranking methods.
We then explain some selected approaches in more detail.
Perkiö et al. (2005) introduce a process of automatically detecting
a topical trend (the strength of a topic over time) within a document
corpus by analyzing temporal behavior of documents using a statistic
topic model. Then, it is possible to use topical trends on top of any
traditional ranking like TF-IDF to improve the effectiveness of retrieval.
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Shaparenko et al. (2005) propose a method that does not require link
information, which is appropriate for various types of documents, for
example, emails or blogs, lacking meaningful citation data. The idea
is to identify the most influent document, defining its impact as the
amount of follow-up work it generates represented as lead/lag index.
The index measures if a document is more of a leader or more of a
follower by comparing similarities of two documents and time lag.
Metzler et al. (2009) mine query logs by analyzing query frequencies over time in order to identify strongly time-related queries. Moreover, they presented a ranking method concerning temporal information
needs that are not provided by a query as such. A previous approach
to exploiting the transient and bursty nature of relevance in temporally ordered document collections is presented in (Peetz et al., 2014).
Similarly, Dakka et al. (2012) propose a method based on the analysis of temporally active time periods (salient events) in the temporal
distribution of pseudo-relevant documents. Consequently, they leverage
the determined temporal relevance for answering time-sensitive queries
by seamlessly integrating into the BM25 ranking model. Keikha et al.
(2011a,b) use relevance models of temporal distributions of posts in
blog feeds. More precisely, they propose a time-based query expansion
technique that selects terms for expansion from different times. Then,
the technique was used for retrieving and ranking blogs, which also captures the dynamics of the topic both in aspects and vocabulary usage
over time.
In the rest of this subsection, we present five time-dependent ranking methods, namely, LMT and LMTU from (Berberich et al., 2010),
TS and TSU from (Kanhabua and Nørvåg, 2010a), and FuzzySet
from (Kalczynski and Chou, 2005). We first explain some preliminaries
for temporal ranking, and describe each method in more detail.
For a given temporal query, a time-dependent ranking method ranks
documents that are textually and temporally similar to a query and
ranks retrieved documents with respect to both similarities. Previous
work has followed one of two main approaches: 1) a mixture model
linearly combining textual similarity and temporal similarity, or 2) a
probabilistic model generating a query from the textual and temporal
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part of a document independently. Temporal expressions and the publication date of a document is represented as a quadruple in (Berberich
et al., 2010): (tbl , tbu , tel , teu ), where tbl and tbu are the lower bound and
upper bound for the begin boundary of the time interval respectively.
Similarly, tel and teu are the lower bound and upper bound for the end
boundary of the time interval respectively. A temporal query q is composed of keywords qtext and temporal expressions qtime . A document d
consists of a textual part dtext , i.e., a bag of words, and a temporal part
dtime , i.e., the publication date and temporal expressions {t1 , . . . , tk }.
In (Kanhabua and Nørvåg, 2010a), they propose a mixture model
used to combine textual similarity and temporal similarity for ranking
time-sensitive queries, which is also done in a similar manner in a more
recent work by Campos et al. (2014c). Given a temporal query q with
the determined time qtime , the score of a document d is computed as
follows:
S(q, d) = (1 − α) · S 0 (qword , dword ) + α · S 00 (qtime , dtime ),

(5.3)

where the parameter α indicates the importance of textual similarity
S 0 (qword , dword ) and temporal similarity S 00 (qtime , dtime ). Both similarity
scores must be normalized using the maximum scores before combining
them together to obtain the final score S(q, d). S 0 (qword , dword ) can be
measured using any of existing text-based weighting functions. Similar
to a query-likelihood approach, S 00 (qtime , dtime ) measure temporal similarity by assuming that a temporal expression tq ∈ qtime is generated
independently from each other, and a two-step generative model was
used:
S 00 (qtime , dtime ) =

Y

P (tq |dtime ),

tq ∈qtime



=

Y

tq ∈qtime



1

X

|dtime | t

(5.4)

P (tq |td ) .

d ∈dtime

Jelinek-Mercer smoothing will be applied to the above equation to
avoid the zero-probability problem. P (tq |td ) can be estimated using different temporal ranking methods.
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The first method LMT ignores the time uncertainty, i.e., only temporal expressions exactly equal will be considered. P (tq |td ) under LMT
can be calculated as:

P (tq |td )LMT =


0

if tq 6= td ,

1

if tq = td .

(5.5)

The method LMTU concerns the time uncertainty and assumes equal
likelihood for each time interval t0q that tq can refer to. In other words,
n

o

all time intervals tq = t0q |t0q ∈ tq are assumed equally likely. The simplified calculation of P (tq |td ) for LMTU is given as:

P (tq |td )LMTU =

|tq ∩ td |
.
|tq | · |td |

(5.6)

The detailed computation of |tq ∩ td |, |tq | and |td | can be referred
to (Berberich et al., 2010). The next temporal ranking method is TS,
which also ignores the time uncertainty. The calculation of P (tq |td )TS
is actually equivalent to P (tq |td )LMTU . On the contrary, the method
TSU takes uncertainty into account. When uncertainty is concerned,
P (tq |td )TSU is defined using an exponential decay function:
P (tq |td )TSU = DecayRate

(tq − td ) =

λ·

|tq −td |
µ

.

(5.7)

(tbql − tbdl ) + (tbqu − tbdu ) + (teql − tedl ) + (tequ − tedu )
. (5.8)
4

where DecayRate and λ are constants; 0 < DecayRate < 1 and λ > 0.
µ is a unit of time distance. The main idea is to give a score that decreases proportional to the difference between tq and td . The shorter the
distance between two temporal expressions or time points, the more
temporally similar they are. The last method FuzzySet is proposed
in (Kalczynski and Chou, 2005), and it measures temporal similarity
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using a fuzzy membership function. P (tq |td )FuzzySet is given as:

P (tq |td )FuzzySet =



0






f1 (td )

if td < a1 ,





f2 (td )






if td > a3 ∧ td ≤ a4 ,

1

0



n

if td ≥ a1 ∧ td ≤ a2 ,
(5.9)

if td > a2 ∧ td ≤ a3 ,
if td > a4 ,


m

−td
−td
if a1 6= a2 , or 1 if a1 = a2 . f2 (td ) is aa44−a
where f1 (td ) is aa11−a
2
3
if a3 6= a4 , or 1 if a3 = a4 .
More recent time-dependent ranking approaches are resorted to a
learning-to-rank technique that exploits temporal features (Kanhabua
and Nørvåg, 2012; Costa et al., 2014). Kanhabua and Nørvåg (2012)
propose a time-sensitive ranking model based on learning-to-rank techniques for explicit temporal queries. To learn the ranking model, they
applied two classes of features: temporal and entity-based. For temporal features, both the document focus time and the timestamp are
combined. Entity-based features, on the other hand, are used for inferring semantic similarity (such named entities as person, location,
or organization). The results show that the SV M MAP learning-to-rank
model outperforms a time-aware language modeling approach presented
by Berberich et al. (2010).
Similar to previous works on learning multiple ranking models (Bian
et al., 2010; Dai et al., 2011), Costa et al. (2014) propose ranking models
learned from training data partitioned a document collection by time.
They present a temporal-dependent ranking framework that exploits
the variance of web characteristics, i.e., document persistence. More
precisely, their proposed approach combines the results generated from
multiple ranking models using an ensemble method.
A typical ranking problem is to find a function f with a set of parameters ω that takes query-document feature vectors X as input and
produce a ranking score ŷ = f (X , ω). In a learning to rank paradigm, it
is aimed at finding the best candidate ranking model f ∗ by minimizing
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a given loss function L calculated as:
f ∗ = arg min

X

f

L(yˆq , yq ).

(5.10)

q

In order to learn multiple ranking models, a training dataset is constructed from different time periods, thus producing a set of ranking
models M = {Mt1 , . . . , Mtm }, where ti is a time period of interest. An
ensemble method combines results from different ranking models based
on the probability P (ti |q) that a query candidate q belongs to a time
period ti .
f ∗ = arg min
f

X

L(P (t|d)yˆq , yq ).

(5.11)

q

The ranking objective is to minimize the global relevance loss function, which evaluates the overall training error, instead of assuming the
independent loss functions and not considering the correlation between
models. Specifically, multiple ranking functions can be computed as:
f1∗ , ..., fn∗ = arg min

f1 ,...,fn

X

L(

q

n
X

yˆq , yq ),

(5.12)

j=1

where n is the number of time-dependent ranking models. After learning different time-dependent models, the final ranking score is produced
using an unsupervised ensemble method, i.e., summing the scores generated by all ranking models.

5.3

Event and Entity-aware Ranking

Entity retrieval moves beyond traditional document retrieval to more
fine-grained information. In the digital library community, preliminary
work (Strötgen and Gertz, 2012) has explored the notion of event-based
retrieval, i.e., returning events instead of documents. However, the mentioned work is limited in various aspects: 1) use of a very simple notion
of events, 2) evaluate with a small subset of Wikipedia documents, 3) ignore elaborate event detection and indexing techniques, and 4) apply
a simple ranking mechanism, i.e., returning results chronologically. In
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more recent work, Shan et al. (2012) propose a system for event discovery and retrieval in multiple data sources, namely, news articles, videos,
and micro-blog streams. The system makes use of a simplified assumption about the time of an event, i.e., employ a clustering approach on
a monthly-partitioned sub-collection. An unrealistic assumption is that
each document can be linked to just one particular event.
The work by Baeza-Yates (2005) propose to extract temporal expressions from news, index news articles together with temporal expressions,
and retrieve temporal information (in this case, future-related events)
by using a probabilistic model. A document score is given by multiplying a keyword similarity and a time confidence, i.e., a probability that
the document’s events will actually happen. We can view the confidence
as the uncertainty of time. Besides, this work allows a user to explicitly
specify temporal information needs, but only on a year-level granularity.
Kanhabua et al. (2011) exploit the document features (i.e., term, entity,
topic and time) for the task of retrieving and ranking the piece of text in
the document that contains information about the future events. They
concluded that temporal features, alongside with entity-based features,
play an important role in the ranking task.

5.4

Summary

We have presented state-of-the-art time-aware retrieval and ranking
methods that incorporate different features (time, and entities) into
the retrieval model, and enhance search results, e.g. clustering of based
on time and entities. In other words, time-aware retrieval and ranking solutions are achieved by taking into consideration two important
aspects. First, they explicitly model the information about time and
entity-based annotations, and also consider inherent uncertainties of
time into ranking. Second, when a new event has emerged, it needs to
dynamically rebuild a ranking model in order to re-rank old documents
(or retrieved objects) with respect to the relevance of the new event.
We have discussed existing works on time-aware ranking with respect to
two main objectives: 1) recency-based ranking, and 2) time-dependent
ranking. To this end, we presented recent works that have explored the
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notion of event-based retrieval, i.e., returning events instead of documents. The limitation of the current approaches is that they make
use of a simplified assumption about an event, i.e., employ a clustering
approach on a monthly-partitioned sub-collection. A practical assumption is that each document can be linked to just one particular event.
One direction to advance event-based retrieval methods is to model and
incorporate events into retrieval model and make them the first class
citizen of retrieval.

6
Applications of Temporal Information Retrieval

In this section, we provide a short overview of interesting applications
on various aspects including existing temporal search engines, temporal
analytics and exploration, temporal summarization, temporal clustering
of search results, and future event retrieval and prediction.

6.1

Existing Temporal Search Engines

An enormous amount of information is stored in web archives including
web pages harvested and added into the archive repository when recrawling, as well as focused web warehouses like news archives. Information in such document repositories are useful for both expert users, e.g.,
historians, librarians, and journalists, as well as a general user searching
for information needs in old versions of web pages. To date, there are
existing search systems that provide accessibility to web archives. Unfortunately, current web archive search systems have some shortcomings
as illustrated in the following examples.
81
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Figure 6.1: Search results of the query URL http://www.sigir.org in a calendar
view (retrieved 2014/12/03).

The Wayback Machine
The Wayback Machine1 (see Figure 6.1) is a web archive search tool
that is provided by the Internet Archive. The Internet Archive is a
non-profit organization with the goal of preserving digital document
collections as cultural heritage and making them freely accessible online.
The Wayback Machine provides the ability to retrieve and access web
pages stored in a web archive, and it requires a user to represent her
information need by specifying the URL of a web page to be retrieved.
For example, given the query URL http://www.sigir.org, the results
of retrieval are displayed in a calendar view as depicted in Figure 6.1,
which displays the number of times the URL http://www.sigir.org
was crawled by the Wayback Machine (not how many times the site was
actually updated). Two major problems of using the Wayback Machine
are observable. First, it is inconvenient for a user to specify a URL as
a query. Second, there is no easy way to sort search results returned
by the tool because the results are displayed in a timeline according to
their crawled dates.

1

http://archive.org/web/
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Figure 6.2: Results of the query Pope Benedict XVI and the temporal criteria
2001/01/01 TO 2004/31/12 (retrieved 2012/10/14).

Google News Archive Search
The Google News Archive Search2 (Figure 6.2) tool allows a user to
search a news archive using a keyword query and a date range. In addition, the tool provides the ability to rank search results by relevance or
date. However, there is a problem that has not been addressed by this
tool yet, e.g., the effect of terminology evolution. Consider the following example; a user wants to search for news about Pope Benedict XVI
that are written before 2005. So, the user issues the query Pope Benedict XVI and specifies the temporal criteria 2002/01/01 to 2004/31/12.
As shown in Figure 6.2, only a small number of documents are returned
by the tool where most of them are not relevant to the Pope Benedict
XVI. In other words, this problem can be viewed as vocabulary mismatch caused by the fact that the term Pope Benedict XVI was not
widely used before 2005/04/19 (the date when his papacy began).
2

http://news.google.com/archivesearch
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Figure 6.3: Documents about Kennedy are redacted on different dates and aligned
on timeline.

The Redaction Archive
The declassification engine3 (see Figure 6.3) refers to a set of applications that will provide new forms of access to official documents as
well as tools to help interpret them. Currently its main projects are
the (de)classifier, a tool displaying cable activity over time for different
embassies and topics contrasting the number of documents declassified
with the number still withheld, the (de)sanitizer, an app that illuminates previously redacted text to show what kinds of information is
considered particularly sensitive, and the sphere of influence, a visualization of diplomatic activity around the globe based on the volume
of classified and declassified cable traffic. In addition, searching in this
unique longitudinal collection is somehow different from searching over
web pages especially due to the huge level of redundancy that rises
from near-identical content or web pages that have been crawled all
over again.
3

http://www.wired.com/2013/05/the-declassification-engine/
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Some applications have taken time-based exploration of textual archives
beyond just searching over time. Filtering and displaying information
might benefit from presenting time information conveniently in some
domains. For instance, Koen and Bender (2000) enrich the news reading
experience by augmenting articles using time information automatically
extracted from documents.
Matthews et al. (2010) describe Time Explorer, a system that provides time-line based exploration of news archives. Time Explorer combines a number of interesting features present in other time-based systems, although extended in several important ways. First, users are
enticed to discover how entities such as people and locations associated
with a query change over time. Second, by searching on time expressions extracted automatically from text, the application allows the user
to explore not only how topics evolved in the past, but also how they
will continue to evolve in the future. All these features are combined
in an intuitive easy-to-use interface, which is always a great challenge
when designing search engines that allow for extended capabilities.
Other exploration-based systems have turned into other sources of
textual information, for instance word evolution over time. This is naturally promising research direction, since there are available digitalized
collections that span centuries. Odijk et al. (2012) present a system that
combines faceted search techniques and interactive visualization in order to help to gain a deeper understanding of the relevant parts of the
collection. In their system, the time axis plays a central role all over the
user interface, allowing to modify the different results visualizations by
selecting different time slices.
These systems need to employ a combination of several time-aware
algorithms. For instance, they will require to extract time-related information from a given underlying textual collection, index this information along with the standard collection’s contents and perform a
combination of temporal query analysis and ranking after a user query
is posed.
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Figure 6.4: Capture of TimeExplorer’s timeline navigation interfaced, for the query
"yugoslavia" and two related entities (in red and green), along with supporting result
documents.

6.3

Temporal Summarization

Another stream of applications has focused into exploiting the use
of time for enhanced story telling. The task of news summarization
has been studied previously ranging from multi-document summarization (Erkan and Radev, 2004) to generating a timeline summary for a
specific news story (Yan et al., 2011; Tran et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2013;
McCreadie et al., 2014). One of those applications intertwines entity retrieval, which is now commonly present in a wide range of commercial
applications, (Demartini et al., 2010) with a timeline-style summary.
The working example would look as follows. A user enters a topic into
a news search engine and obtains a list of relevant results, ordered by
time. Furthermore, the user subscribes to this query so in the future she
will continue to receive the latest news on this query. The time dimension comes into play when the user is observing a current document, and
one may want to show the most relevant entities of the document for her
query taking into account features extracted from previous documents.
Sipos et al. (2012) present another form of temporal summary in
terms of landmark documents, authors, and topics. They explicitly
model how documents temporary influence each other and cast the summarization problem as a coverage problem over words anchored in time.
The resulting system is able to provide informative and non-redundant
summaries over time.
Arguably, the most widespread summarization technology is the
(query) focused summaries produced by search engines, or search results snippets. Those are useful to assist users in deciding whether a
document is relevant for a query or not. In this line, Svore et al. (2012)
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explored the value of biasing search result snippets towards new webpage content. This is an important point, given that a large portion of
the web content is highly dynamic. Their results indicate that users find
useful temporal information in search snippets for trending queries but
not for general queries. Additionally, this is more valuable for pages that
have not been recently crawled. Alonso et al. (2009a, 2011a) present a
method to augment search snippets using temporal expressions, which
include the most frequent units of time appearing in search result pages.
A crowsourced evaluation showed that around 90% of the users found
those snippets to be useful when combined with standard document surrogates. Future research in this area could dig deeper into what classes
of queries are more amenable to temporal snippets and if those can be
identified automatically.

6.4

Temporal Clustering of Search Results

Another popular application that makes use of time-based IR techniques
is search results clustering, which is an important feature for some information retrieval applications, in particular, enterprise search systems.
Alonso and Gertz (2006) describe a prototype that is able to display date
and time attributes per cluster. Those attributes are extracted from the
textual content of documents that belong to a particular cluster.
Furthermore, Alonso et al. (2009b) extend the idea of reusing temporal information embedded in documents to enhance results presentation
by introducing a timeline-based display of results. The timelines span
different time granularities and display temporal information extracted
automatically from documents and made explicit. They also explore how
search results can be clustered according to time and how to produce
temporal snippets to navigate through documents returned.
Campos et al. (2012b) describe a method to group search result
documents at a year level using a similarity measure that identifies the
most relevant dates. Each group is then displayed differently in the
results page, allowing for an easier exploration of the search results, as
demonstrated by a user survey. In general, new interfaces that exploit
mining of temporal information is an active area of research.
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Future Event Retrieval and Prediction

An exciting array of temporal applications are the ones based on prediction of events, ranging from entertainment (when a movie is going
to be popular) to natural disasters or even football games outcomes
(UzZaman et al., 2012).
Kanhabua et al. (2011) report that nearly one third of news articles
contain references to future events. This information is not easily accessible, although it can be crucial to understanding news stories and how
events will develop for a given topic. Kanhabua et al. (2011) propose a
new task to address the problem of retrieving and ranking sentences that
contain mentions to future events, which they call ranking related news
predictions, and engineer solutions based on term, topic and temporal
similarities. In a similar vein, Jatowt and Au Yeung (2011) describe a
method to extract and summarize future-related information which, in
principle, could allow people to produce a collective image of how the
future will look like, and be prepared for future events. The model itself employs clustering for detecting future events, time and topic-based
similarities. Conversely, Au Yeung and Jatowt (2011) show that a careful analysis of references to the past in news articles provide deep insight
into the collective memories and societal views of different countries.
In their recent work, Kanhabua et al. (2014) have presented a study
of collective memories in Wikipedia. In more detail, they study the trigger of revisiting behavior for a large set of event pages by exploiting page
views and time series analysis, as well as identifying of most important
catalyst features. This provides a systematic analysis of the memory of
past events (what is remembered), which complement the news coverage perspective of the work by Au Yeung and Jatowt (2011). This sort
of studies can be applied to other domains apart from news articles,
like social media, which contain messages that often reflect expectations or memories of social media users. Jatowt et al. (2015) found out
that social media is mostly using for referring to present events and the
patterns of temporal attention are stable apart from a few exceptions
(for instance, New Year’s eve).
The most challenging task is the actual forecast of forthcoming
events. Amodeo et al. (2011b) present a method to turn a standard
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IR engine into a future event predicting machine. The system operates on a per query basis and it makes use of the publication dates of
the retrieved documents to capture trends and periodicity of associated
events. Future burst for the query are then estimated using the periodicity of historic data by intertwining a probabilistic and time-series
model.
Radinsky and Horvitz (2013) describe how to forecast real-life events
by extracting information from a corpus comprised of 22 years of news
stories. In short, the method generalizes sequences of events from multiple information sources and it is able to identify the increases in likelihood of disease outbreaks, deaths and riots.

7
Conclusions and Outlook

With the growing volume of and reliance on digital documents, there
is a clear need for approaches to keep relevant information accessible,
available, and meaningful over time. In the past decade, time-aware
information retrieval has emerged as a topic revolving around the fundamental question of how the time dimension affects search processes.
In this survey, we have introduced the general topic of web evolution
and pinpointed a number of issues related to the temporal aspects of IR.
In particular, we have addressed the impacts of this evolution on gathering and dynamically processing collections of documents that span and
change over different periods of time, temporal query analysis, as well as
time-aware retrieval and ranking. We wrapped up with a review of some
recent applications in related research areas that the time dimension is
considered to be a critical role. To this end, we also provide an overview
of standard and test collections available for conducting research and
evaluation of the concepts, methods and algorithms developed in this
research area in the appendix.
There are still several open issues and opportunities for further research. In the following, we outline some of the promising topics for
future research.
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Real-time web mining. Social network services, e.g., Twitter, blogs,
and discussion forums, have gained increasing interests. The contents
generated from social networks have increased dramatically, and challenges when dealing with such data include real-time (stream) data,
noisy texts (unedited language), and dynamic topics/events. An interesting research direction could involve time-aware approaches to mine
user-generated content. One example of possible applications is Online
Reputation Management that is created to monitor social media in order to detect contents or opinions about products, people and organizations (Spina et al., 2014). Recently, there have been several initiatives in
leveraging the social Web for large scale event management. Numerous
real-time web applications increasingly use Twitter for real-time analysis tasks, for instance, detecting natural disasters (Sakaki et al., 2010),
political persuasion (Lumezanu et al., 2012; Sang and Bos, 2012), or
current trends (Diaz-Aviles et al., 2012; Lampos and Cristianini, 2012).
Spatio-temporal search. Within the scope of this survey, we focus on
queries containing temporal information needs. In some cases queries
may contain not only time, but also geographic information. More precisely, a user may search for a particular event or a local business in
which location and time will impact results relevance. This line of research has gained increasing interest. For example, Mishra et al. (2014)
study the problem of time-critical search that incorporate geospatial
information for accurately detecting urgent information needs, given
a query and a diverse set of other features, such as, spanning topical, temporal, behavioral. In the context of social media, Li and Sun
(2014) focus on extracting fine-grained locations mentioned in tweets
with temporal awareness. More precisely, they extract each point-ofinterest (POI) mention in a tweet and predict whether the user has
visited, is currently at, or will soon visit this POI.
Brain-inspired information access. Another interesting direction to
advance research in this area is brain-inspired approaches, which embrace human remembering and forgetting into long-term information
access. Niederée et al. (2015) envision a concept of managed forgetting
for systematically dealing with information that progressively ceases in
importance and with redundancy – leading to a form of Forgetful Digital
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Memory. Managed forgetting is meant to complement rather than copy
human remembering and forgetting. It can be regarded as functions of
attention and significance dynamics, which ensure that important content is kept safe, useful and understandable over time. In the conceptual
model proposed by Niederée et al. (2015), the value of information is
multi-faceted and can be considered from different perspectives, namely,
(1) the short-term importance of information (e.g., short-term interests
by analyzing the observed activity logs (White et al., 2010)), and (2) the
long-term importance of a resource (e.g., expected usefulness by estimating a probability of future use for the resource (Ceroni et al., 2015)).
Finally, it should be noted that aspects of temporal information
retrieval will also be an important component in related research areas
like recommender systems (Stefanidis et al., 2013), temporal knowledge
bases (Hoffart et al., 2013), and expertise search (Rybak et al., 2014).
We expect temporal information retrieval to continue to be a research
area with high activity in the coming years, and this is also the main
motivation for writing this survey/tutorial: to make it easier for other
researchers to get acquainted to this important research area.

Appendices

A
Research Resources

For evaluation of temporal information retrieval techniques, research
resources such as temporal document collections are needed. Standard
document collections made for use by, e.g., the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) or Conference and Labs of the Evaluation Forum (CLEF)
are mostly not suitable for this task. For example, the TREC ad-hoc
test collection covers documents from 1987 to 1994, where the topics
of documents are somewhat old when we are interested in both old
and contemporary stories. A more recent collection, the ad-hoc track
of CLEF 2008, is composed of recent documents from 2001 to 2006,
but only covers 5-6 years period. Thus, these collections are often not
applicable for evaluating the long-term aspects of search.
In the following, we provide a description of a number of temporal document collections that are available for conducting research in
temporal information retrieval: The Times Archive, New York Times
Annotated Corpus, Wikipedia, and collections based on user-generated
content. We also present resources that have been made available as
part of research challenges like, e.g., TREC, and as examples we present
two recent challenges related to temporal information retrieval, namely
Temporalia and the TREC Temporal Summarization Track.
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The Times Archive
The Times Archive1 consists of approximately 20 million news articles
available in full text spanning from year 1785 to 1985, which results in
over 200 years of data. Starting with almost 4400 articles from 1785,
the number of articles increases steadily during the first 100 years. In
the early 20th century the increase becomes more rapid and in 1911
we have almost double the number of articles as in 1905. All articles
in The Times Archive have been manually classified into 18 categories
(e.g., news, sport, obituaries, and politics and parliament) during the
digitization process.

New York Times Annotated Corpus
The New York Times Annotated Corpus2 contains over 1.8 million articles covering a period from January 1987 to June 2007. There are
more than 650,000 article summaries written by library scientists, and
over 1.5 million articles were manually tagged from a vocabulary of
people, organizations and locations using a controlled vocabulary that
is applied consistently across the collection. For instance, if one article
mentions “Bill Clinton” and another refers to “President William Jefferson Clinton”, both articles will be tagged with “CLINTON, BILL”.
In addition, there are over 275,000 algorithmically-tagged articles that
have been hand verified by the online production staff at nytimes.com.
This annotation data can served as ground truths for problems such as
the effect of named entity evolution in searching web archives. Thus, the
NYT Annotated Corpus is a valuable resource for conducting research
on a number of topics related to temporal information retrieval. There
are several works that use this temporal collection as a test collection
in a wide range of applications, e.g., (Kanhabua et al., 2011; Berberich
et al., 2010; Radinsky and Horvitz, 2013).
1

http://archive.timesonline.co.uk/tol/archive/
http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/catalogEntry.jsp?catalogId=
LDC2008T19
2
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Temporal Wikipedia
The English version of Wikipedia provides more than 4 millions articles with the complete history of more than 500 millions edits since
its launch in 2001. This represents an important collection of humanintended documents with an average of 19 edits per page.
The complete history of Wikipedia can be used to enable temporal retrieval and analysis over Wikipedia articles, at all points in time
since 2001. Unfolding these edits to provide access to arbitrary temporal snapshots and sequences of snapshots of Wikipedia since 2001. This
setup provides us with a web-archive-like collection as a good testbed
for entity extraction and evolution, as well as for time- and entity-aware
retrieval, with a relatively simple, consistent and text-based collection.
In addition to the raw Wikipedia data, there are also semantic
knowledge bases like DBpedia 3 that are created based on information
in Wikipedia. The content of DBpedia is extracted from Wikipedia infoboxes and tables, and describes over 4.5 million entities. More than
4.2 million of these entities have been matched in a collective effort to
a well-defined ontology, including persons, places, creative works, organizations, species, and diseases.
Previous works on analyzing Wikipedia history are, for example, (Kanhabua and Nørvåg, 2010b; Georgescu et al., 2013).

User-generated Content Collections
Temporal search and analytics in user-generated content, e.g., blogs
and social media, have been gaining increasing research interest. The
TREC Blog data4 covers 1.3 million blogs which were followed over a
time period of over 1 year, which amount to approximately 2.3 TB of
data. Nguyen and Kanhabua (2014) leverage this data collection as an
external source for mining dynamic subtopics for web queries.
Flickr, a social photo sharing platform, comprises metadata for approximately 170 million photos, which includes titles, tags, time stamps,
geo-tags, descriptions, etc. An alternative source of data gathering is the
3
4

http://wiki.dbpedia.org/Datasets
http://ir.dcs.gla.ac.uk/wiki/TREC-BLOG
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Spinn3r service which collects and offers Web 2.0 content such as, blogs,
news and social media, for analytic companies, search engines, and research. This service monitors around 40 million sources and generates
approximately 1,200,000 posts per hour (around 200GB per day).

Evaluation Workshops
There have been a number of research challenges related to temporal
IR. These tasks changes frequently; in the following we will present two
such challenges that have been organized recently: the TREC Temporal
Summarization Track and Temporalia (Temporal Information Access).
The TREC Temporal Summarization track5 relates to event detection and filtering. It is composed of two subtasks: Sequential Update
Summarization and Value Tracking. The task of Sequential Update
Summarization is to find timely, sentence-level, reliable, relevant and
non-redundant updates about a developing event. The value tracking
task aims at tracking values of event-related attributes that are of high
importance to the event like the number of fatalities during a natural
disaster or financial impact of a corporate decision.
The Temporalia challenge (Joho et al., 2014a,b, 2013) possibly comprises the first test collection geared to measure the performance of
search applications across temporal information needs categories in a
systematic way. Temporalia comes with a set of documents and topics
along with relevance judgments for two different tasks and establishes
common grounds for designing and analyzing temporally-aware information access systems. The document collection employed in the Temporalia challenge comprises a selected number of sites which have been
crawled on a daily basis from May 2011 to March 2013, which makes it
suitable for evaluating tasks that require web snapshots across different
periods of time.
Temporalia, like other evaluation campaigns, has used a crowdsourced platform for gathering relevance judgments in a relatively inexpensive manner. Provided that appropriate quality control mechanisms
are put in place, e.g., spam detection and label aggregation, platforms
5

http://www.trec-ts.org/
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like Amazon’s Mechanical Turk and Crowdflower bring effective ways
to overcome the lack of suitable data sources for new research tasks.
The size of the document collection is approximately 20GB and contains around 3.8 million documents collected from about 1,500 different
blogs and news sources. Further, this collection also provides three kinds
of annotations: sentence splitting, named entities, and time annotations.
There are two tasks addressed within Temporalia: temporal query
intent classification (TQIC) and temporal information retrieval (TIR).
TQIC consists of classifying queries into a predetermined set of temporal classes based on their implicit or explicit temporal intent. Queries
can be categorized into the following classes: past (queries whose search
results are not expected to change much with time), recency (whose
search results are expected to be timely and up-to-date), and future
(about predicted or scheduled events) and atemporal (without any clear
temporal intent). The data includes 400 queries manually annotated
with their respective temporal classes. Approaches to TQIC consisted,
generally, in machine learning classifiers that use term and POS-ngrams
along with more sophisticated linguistic features like named entities or
verb tenses.
TIR has the goal to retrieve a set of documents in response to a
search topic that incorporates a time factor. In addition to a standard TREC-like search topic description, a TIR topic contains query
submitting date information to indicate the relationship between the
query and searcher. The data contains 36K relevance judgments graded
as not relevant, relevant and highly relevant over 50 queries. Queries
are split into four types, i.e., each one of those 50 queries contain 4
subtopics one per temporal class (past, recency, future, atemporal) and
the task consists to not only retrieve documents relevant to the query
but they are also required to belong to that particular temporal class.
The approaches to TIR were varied in nature. One popular technique
was to learn to re-ranking a BM25 retrieved set of document for a given
query using learning to rank and temporal expressions extracted from
the documents’ contents as features, along with linguistic features like
verb tenses. Other approaches tried to estimate temporal and topical
relevance, and then combine them for a final document and class score.
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